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ABSTRACT 
Use of Semi-Analytical Solutions to Examine Parameter 
Sensitivity and the Role of Spatially Variable Stream 
Hydraulics in Transient Storage Modeling 
by 
Noah M. Schmadel, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2014 
Major Professor: Dr. Bethany T. Neilson 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Interpreting water quality and ecological implications in stream systems depends 
on accurate predictions of the fate and transport of solute and heat. Applying a 
representative solute and heat transport model that incorporates the influences of surface 
and hyporheic transient storage requires knowledge of individual, dominant processes 
over different spatial scales. However, estimating parameters that represent those 
dominant processes and determining appropriate residence time distributions are common 
challenges due to the inherent heterogeneity of characteristics within streams. Recent 
progress has been made to better represent residence times by scaling parameters with 
field-based geometric and hydraulic measurements. Despite this advancement, it is still 
unclear what spatial detail of observations is necessary and how best to represent that 
detail in reach scale model applications. This dissertation addresses some of these gaps in 
stream research by developing semi-analytical solutions to existing two-zone solute and 
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temperature transient storage models. For the solute transport component, closed form 
solutions to the temporal moments were derived as functions of model parameters and, 
therefore, used to directly examine the sensitivity of transient storage parameters. It was 
found that identifying parameters representing storage volume is critical to support 
accurate solute predictions. Beyond examining storage parameters, these semi-analytical 
solutions were used with high-resolution channel width information to determine the role 
of spatially variable hydraulics in one-dimensional model applications. For solute and 
temperature predictions, reach segment lengths within the model representation needed to 
capture the spatial correlation structure in observations to represent the hydraulic 
variability. Specific to temperature modeling, individual components of the model, such 
as the boundary condition and surface flux, were isolated. With an understanding of the 
boundary condition contribution to the temperature prediction, the component 
representing surface flux was found most sensitive to spatially variable hydraulics. 
Hydraulic conditions that translated into higher residence times had the largest effect on 
predictions. Through the use of these semi-analytical solutions, this dissertation provides 
a foundation to ultimately better represent stream systems with transient storage models 
and improve solute and temperature predictions over long reach scales.  
(166 pages) 
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 
Use of Semi-Analytical Solutions to Examine Parameter 
Sensitivity and the Role of Spatially Variable Stream 
Hydraulics in Transient Storage Modeling 
by 
Noah M. Schmadel, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2014 
Major Professor: Dr. Bethany T. Neilson 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Anticipating how stream water quality will respond to change, such as increased 
pollution or water diversions, requires knowledge of the main mechanisms controlling 
water and chemical constituent movement and a reasonable representation of those 
mechanisms. By deriving mathematical models to represent a stream system and 
collecting supporting field-based measurements, water quality response can be predicted. 
However, because each stream is unique and the movement of water and constituents is 
spatially and temporally complex, assessing whether the stream is appropriately 
represented and whether predictions are trustworthy is still a challenge within the 
scientific and management communities.  
Building on decades of stream research, this dissertation provides a step towards 
better representing some of the complexities found within streams and rivers to better 
predict water quality responses over long stream distances. First, a method is presented to 
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assess which mechanisms are considered most important in chemical constituent 
predictions. Next, the number of measurements necessary to represent the general 
complexities of water, mass, and heat movement in streams was determined. The 
advancements developed in this dissertation provide a foundation to more efficiently and 
accurately inform water resource management.  
(166 pages) 
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 CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
Hydrologic research of the past half century has identified many of the physical 
drivers of solute and heat transport and the associated connections to ecology and 
biogeochemical processes. Applying and continuing this research is critical to protect and 
manage water resources. Specific to stream systems, a conceptual understanding of the 
mechanisms driving and influencing solute and heat transport currently exists. This 
understanding includes the role of channel properties (e.g., streambed permeability and 
geomorphic features) and hydraulic characteristics (e.g., stream depth and velocity) and 
their effect on solute retention and residence times. These retention processes, often 
collectively referred to as transient storage, hinder or slow the migration of flowing 
waters and are of great importance because they often control biogeochemical 
transformations, ecology, and water quality [e.g., Boano et al., 2014]. Typically, transient 
storage research is focused on the fate and transport of solutes. However, determining 
solute fate and ecological implications requires simultaneous consideration of solute and 
heat transport [e.g., Hester and Doyle, 2011; Williams and Boorman, 2012].  
Building on novel interpretations of dye tracers attempting to describe transient 
storage processes (originally referred to as “dead zones” by Hays [1966]), the transient 
storage model (TSM) formulation was developed based on the concept that streams 
continually exchange water with sediments rather than function as pipes [Bencala and 
Walters, 1983]. Although transient storage is widely recognized as consisting of complex 
pathways occurring over various spatial and temporal scales [e.g., Buffington and Tonina, 
2009; Stonedahl et al., 2010], TSM formulations are typically one-dimensional 
 
 
 
  
 2 
representations of the governing transport processes. These simplifications can provide a 
reasonable representation of transport processes and are often necessary to predict solute 
concentrations or stream temperature over long reach scales (on the order of hundreds of 
meters to kilometers). However, a more accurate representation of a stream (e.g., two or 
three-dimensional modeling approaches) may be important for certain modeling 
objectives (e.g., capturing the influence of smaller scale geomorphic features on transient 
storage to asses ecological connections) [Tonina and Buffington, 2009]. Furthermore, 
while transient storage can be generally attributed to surface and subsurface transport 
processes, applications of TSMs still commonly represent all exchange flowpaths with a 
single, lumped process [e.g., Kelleher et al., 2013; Runkel, 1998; Schmid et al., 2010]. 
This lumped representation is often referred to as the one-zone TSM. This one-zone 
approach may provide a limited interpretation of processes related to reactive transport 
due to inaccurate representation of residence time distributions and the inability to 
capture surface and subsurface specific responses [e.g., Runkel, 2007; Stewart et al., 
2011]. Therefore, to more realistically represent storage residence times, this single zone 
has been separated in the development of two-zone TSMs. A second storage zone has 
been added to represent varying hyporheic (i.e., subsurface) timescales [Choi et al., 2000; 
Harvey et al., 2005] or to independently account for surface transient storage (STS) and 
hyporheic transient storage (HTS) [Briggs et al., 2009; Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b]. STS 
is generally defined as slower moving, recirculating stream water relative to main stream 
flow and HTS is defined as the adjacent alluvial aquifer continuously exchanging with 
stream water. A two-zone approach is required at times because STS and HTS rates of 
exchange between the stream can be an order of magnitude different [Briggs et al., 2010] 
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and the temperatures between these zones differ greatly [Bingham et al., 2012; Neilson et 
al., 2009].  
The spatial variability of transient storage may also be an important consideration 
in the model representation because the heterogeneity of STS and HTS is influenced by 
differing stream hydraulics [e.g., O’Connor et al., 2010; Stonedahl et al., 2012]. Within 
TSM formulations, spatial variability is represented by discretizing the reach of interest 
into unique, one-dimensional segments and hydraulics are often represented by segment-
wise average width, depth, and velocity [e.g., Schmid et al., 2010]. However, to more 
accurately represent to complex spatial variability of velocities in surface waters, a two or 
three-dimensional hydrodynamic model would be necessary. Although increased model 
complexity may be necessary for specific cases, the required data increase significantly 
and are typically impractical to gather at large spatial scales. While the goal of TSM 
applications is to represent dominant processes in model predictions, the one-zone 
formulation is often preferred with a uniform representation of hydraulics due to minimal 
data requirements and fewer parameters needing calibration. 
Formulations of the TSM are most commonly solved using numerical techniques 
to simulate solute or heat transport [e.g., Cardenas et al., 2014; Gooseff et al., 2005a; 
Neilson et al., 2010b; Runkel and Chapra, 1993; Runkel, 1998]. Although numerical 
techniques are the preferred method under certain conditions (e.g., time varying flows), 
analytical solution techniques can be useful for a better understanding of how the 
variables, parameters, and components of the model capture the overall behavior of a 
system being modeled [e.g., De Smedt, 2006; Kazezyılmaz-Alhan, 2008; Schmid, 2004; 
Wörman, 1998]. For example, analytical techniques have been used to isolate the 
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influence of the initial and boundary conditions, which provides a better understanding of 
the mechanisms represented in a prediction [Heavilin and Neilson, 2012]. Another 
benefit to analytical techniques is that closed form solutions to the temporal moments can 
be produced. These moment solutions provide statistical characteristics of the model that 
are functions of model parameters. Therefore, these solutions allow for the direct 
comparison of different models of similar formulations [e.g., Wörman, 2000] or 
estimation of parameter sensitivity based solely on possible ranges [e.g., Gupta and 
Cvetkovic, 2000; Valocchi, 1990]. More recently, analytical techniques have been found 
useful for incorporating the effects of spatially explicit parameters in the model 
representation while avoiding numerical pitfalls such as instability or truncation error 
[Riml and Wörman, 2011]. Despite their recognized value in these cases, semi-analytical 
solutions are absent for both solute and heat two-zone TSM formulations.  
Parameters of TSM formulations are often inversely calibrated using solute tracer 
techniques and aggregated over a study reach in lieu of a detailed spatial representation 
[e.g., Stream Solute Workshop, 1990]. Although these inverse techniques are popular due 
to the ability to reproduce observations [e.g., Runkel, 2007; Schmid et al., 2010], 
inversely estimated parameters may provide indirect physical meaning concerning 
transport processes [e.g., Marion et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2010]. This uncertainty can 
result in inconclusive interpretations of transient storage residence times [e.g., Gooseff et 
al., 2007; Harvey and Bencala, 1993; Wondzell and Swanson, 1999]. Kelleher et al. 
[2013] recognized that transient storage parameters are typically not identifiable due to 
parameter interactions related to stream characteristics (e.g., flow and channel geometry). 
They emphasize that sensitivity analyses are needed, but usually overlooked, to assess 
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whether parameters representing transient storage are identifiable. Furthermore, Kelleher 
et al. [2013] found that it is possible to better isolate the sensitivity of parameters by 
constraining some with hydraulic information (e.g., width and depth). Parameter 
sensitivity analyses have been performed frequently on one-zone formulations [e.g., 
Gooseff et al., 2005b; Wagner and Harvey, 1997], but analyses on two-zone formulations 
are limited. Therefore, there is still a need to determine whether these two storage 
processes are represented well in a prediction or whether this more complicated model is 
warranted under different conditions of transient storage residence times.  
Because meaningful parameter estimation is a persistent challenge in transient 
storage modeling, especially when considering a second transient storage zone, there 
have been many recent attempts to use field-based measurements to reduce parameter 
uncertainty [e.g., Bandaragoda and Neilson, 2011; Jackson et al., 2012; O’Connor et al., 
2010; Stonedahl et al., 2012]. In particular, Jackson et al. [2012] and O’Connor et al. 
[2010] used spatial measurements of width, depth, and velocity and related them to 
hydraulics to scale transient storage parameters. Although these measurements may 
provide a more realistic representation of transport processes, approaches are lacking to 
understand the spatial detail necessary to support one-dimensional solute and heat 
transport modeling at reach scales. By building on previous work, there is opportunity to 
develop these needed approaches by applying semi-analytical solutions to isolate 
components of the model [Heavilin and Neilson, 2012] and incorporate high-resolution 
spatial information [e.g., Riml and Wörman, 2011] extracted from imagery [e.g., 
Bingham et al., 2012]. 
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This dissertation addresses some of these gaps in stream research. Semi-analytical 
solutions to two-zone solute and heat TSM formulations are provided and associated 
approaches are developed to better understand parameter sensitivity and the role of 
spatially variable hydraulics in reach scale predictions. In this dissertation, spatially 
variable hydraulics are defined by segment-wise channel widths that are used to 
determine mean depths and velocities used in the one-dimensional model representation. 
Through these solutions, the sensitivity of transient storage parameters representing two 
zones are examined under varying conditions of STS and HTS residence times (Chapter 
2). This provides information as to whether STS and HTS processes are represented well 
in the solute prediction and, therefore, if this more complicated formulation is warranted. 
Because detailed hydraulic information may provide a better representation of transient 
storage residence times, the role of spatially variable hydraulics in solute (Chapter 3) and 
temperature (Chapter 4) predictions is assessed.  
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1  CHAPTER 2
EXAMINING THE SENSITIVITY OF TRANSIENT STORAGE PARAMETERS  
WITH CLOSED FORM TEMPORAL MOMENT SOLUTIONS 
Abstract 
To better understand the influence of model parameter estimates on solute 
transport predictions, we present closed form solutions to the first temporal moment and 
second through fourth central moments. These were derived from a Laplace-domain 
solution to a one-dimensional, two-zone transient storage stream transport model that 
reflects surface transient storage (STS) and hyporheic transient storage (HTS) processes 
in the parameterization. A fuzzy number sensitivity analysis method was then used to 
quantify the relative influence of STS and HTS parameters on the moment solutions. To 
illustrate the utility of such solutions combined with a sensitivity analysis, we present 
results for conditions when STS or HTS processes are comparable or dominant. These 
results indicate that parameters representing the sizes of STS and HTS zones are the most 
sensitive in two-zone transient storage modeling and illustrate that this approach can 
provide information regarding when a two-zone representation of STS and HTS is 
warranted.  
Introduction 
 The migration of solutes in streams is affected by transient storage processes, 
ultimately increasing solute residence time. Transient storage has been widely recognized 
as having complex pathways that are generally attributed to either surface or subsurface 
                                                 
1 Coauthored by Noah M. Schmadel, Justin E. Heavilin, Bethany T. Neilson, and Anders Wӧrman 
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transport processes [e.g., Bencala and Walters, 1983; Bencala et al., 2011]. While 
residence times and mechanisms vary, the dominant storage processes are commonly 
characterized with “lumped” parameters of one-zone transient storage model (TSM) 
formulations [e.g., Runkel, 1998; Schmid et al., 2010]. One-zone TSMs have been found 
to capture the influences of dominant storage processes for most stream conditions [Choi 
et al., 2000]; however, such formulations provide a limited representation of influences 
on reactive solute transport due to differing temperatures, solute concentrations, and 
residence times [e.g., Runkel et al., 1996; Runkel, 2002].  
 The formulation of a TSM with two storage zones addresses some of the 
limitations of a one-zone TSM by representing varying hyporheic (i.e., subsurface) and 
surface transient storage timescales [Harvey et al., 2005]. Furthermore, some two-zone 
formulations have been used to capture the influences of surface transient storage (STS) 
and hyporheic transient storage (HTS) specific reactions [Stewart et al., 2011] and heat 
transport mechanisms [Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b]. The most common two-zone model 
formulations include the two-storage zone [2-SZ; Briggs et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2000; 
Harvey et al., 2005] and two-zone temperature and solute [TZTS; Neilson et al., 2010a, 
2010b] models. With any similarity in timescales, Choi et al. [2000] discussed the 
difficulty of attributing specific storage zones to either STS or HTS through inverse 
modeling with stream solute tracers. Briggs et al. [2009] and Harvey et al. [2005] 
addressed this challenge by independently collecting data from storage zones to support 
interpretations of inversely estimated parameters specifically associated with STS or 
HTS. Their approaches, identical to Choi et al. [2000], applied the 2-SZ model that uses 
cross-sectional areas to describe storage zones. Neilson et al. [2010a, 2010b] further 
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constrained the physical layout of storage zones with widths and depths (necessary for 
heat transport) to specifically reflect STS and HTS in the TZTS model. Although the 
increased model complexity within two-zone models may be necessary for specific cases, 
the tradeoffs associated with a greater number of parameters and the corresponding 
influence on model predictions must be considered.  
Analytical and semi-analytical solutions have been found useful in gaining insight 
into how the variables, parameters, and components of a stream transport model capture 
the overall behavior of a system being modeled [Heavilin and Neilson, 2012; Wörman, 
1998]. Although the one-zone TSM has typically been solved numerically [OTIS-P; 
Runkel, 1998], semi-analytical solutions have been derived from integral transforms [De 
Smedt, 2006; Kazezyılmaz-Alhan, 2008; Schmid, 2003]. Integral transforms, particularly 
the Laplace transform, result in solutions that provide a moment generating function used 
to derive closed form temporal moment solutions [Aris, 1958]. Temporal moments 
centered about the mean, hereafter referred to as central moments, have been used to gain 
insight into the statistical characteristics of a solute residence time probability density 
function (PDF), compare different models of similar formulations [Wörman, 2000; 
Wörman et al., 2002], and link hydrological conditions (e.g., advection and dispersion) 
with variable stream flow [Ward et al., 2013]. Furthermore, they have been used to 
investigate the sensitivity of model parameters without model simulations [e.g., Gupta 
and Cvetkovic, 2000; Valocchi, 1990].  
The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the utility of closed form central 
moment solutions to two-zone TSMs explicitly representing STS and HTS. We combined 
these solutions with a fuzzy number sensitivity analysis method and established the 
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relative influence of individual parameters on moment solutions. We applied this 
approach to cases where STS or HTS processes are dominant or comparable to illustrate 
the utility of such solutions when determining if a two-zone representation of STS and 
HTS is warranted.  
Model and Solutions 
The formulation of the TZTS model [Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b] and parameter 
calibration techniques using solute and temperature observations together [Bandaragoda 
and Neilson, 2011] have demonstrated promising instream solute and temperature 
predictions. Assuming flow is steady, the conservative governing transport equations of 
the solute component of the TZTS model can be written as [Neilson et al., 2010b] 
       CCYYCCBY
Y
x
C
YB
Q
x
CD
t
C
HTS
HTS
HTS
STS
tot
STSSTS
tot




 


 22
2
11
,      (2-1) 
   STStot
STSSTS CC
Bdt
dC  2
 ,                                         (2-2) 
 HTS
HTS
HTSHTS CC
Ydt
dC  2 ,                                          (2-3) 
where equation (2-1) represents main channel (MC) transport; C is the zonal solute 
concentration (M L-3); the subscripts STS and HTS represent surface transient storage 
and hyporheic transient storage, respectively; Q is the volumetric flow rate of the MC (L3 
T-1); αSTS is the exchange rate coefficient between the MC and the STS zone (L2 T-1); αHTS 
is the exchange rate coefficient between the MC and HTS zone (L2 T-1); Y, YSTS, and YHTS 
are the MC, STS, and HTS depths (L), respectively; Btot is the total channel width (L); β 
is the STS fraction of the total channel width;   1totBB  is the MC width (L); 
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totSTS BB   is the STS zone width (L); x is the longitudinal distance (L); and t is time (T). 
Note that BSTS and YHTS represent the exchange lengths of the STS and HTS zones, 
respectively.  
Initial concentrations are assumed zero,  
0)0,()0,()0,(  txCtxCtxC HTSSTS ,                          (2-4) 
the upper boundary condition is treated as a Dirichlet type (similar to Schmid [2003]), 
and solutions are bounded, 
)(),0( tgtxC   and 0),(  txC ,                                 (2-5)
 
where g(t) represents a time-dependent inflow solute breakthrough curve. Taking the 
Laplace transform (time variable transformed) of equations (2-1)-(2-3) and the boundary 
condition, and applying the initial conditions yields the solutions in s, 
   )(42exp)( 2 sDUUDxsgC  ,                              (2-6) 
C
s
CSTS )( 3
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

 ,                                                (2-7) 
C
s
CHTS )( 4
4


 ,                                                (2-8) 
where 



 )()()( 4
42
3
31
21 



ss
ss , 
STS
STSSTS
YBB
Y 1 , YYHTS
HTS 2 , 23
STS
STS
B
  , 
and 24
HTS
HTS
Y
  . Here )},({),( txCsxC L  is the zonal concentration in the Laplace 
domain, )}({)( tgsg L , s is the Laplace variable, and U = Q/(BY) is the mean velocity of 
the MC (L T-1). The full derivation of these solutions, solutions to the 2-SZ model, and a 
conceptual illustration of the TZTS and 2-SZ models (Figure A-1) are provided in 
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Appendix A. Equations (2-6)-(2-8) were numerically inverted into the original state space 
using the Hollenbeck [1998] function based on the De Hoog et al. [1982] algorithm and 
compared to numerical approximations for validation.  
The Laplace-domain solutions (equations (2-6)-(2-8)) were normalized by the 
zeroth temporal moment, ),()0(/),( sxcsgsxC  , so that  0 1),( dttxc  where 
),()},({ txcsxc 1- L  is the solute residence time PDF. The higher order derivatives of 
normalized equations (2-6)-(2-8) evaluated at s = 0 yielded the closed form solutions to 
the first temporal moment and the second through fourth central moments (also referred 
to as moment solutions) (Table 2-1). The first temporal moment represents the mean 
residence time, μt, of c(x,t). The second central moment describes the variance, σt2, about 
the mean from an Eulerian perspective [e.g., Wörman, 2000]. The third, St, and fourth, Kt, 
central moments are related to the statistical definitions of skewness and kurtosis, 
respectively. Note that the MC moment solutions contain two types of terms: those 
originating from the boundary condition (denoted by (x = 0)) and those from the 
exponential function (Table 2-1 and see Appendix A for the full derivations).  
Fuzzy Number Sensitivity Analysis 
Although there are a wide variety of sensitivity analysis methods available to 
investigate the impact of uncertain model parameters on model outputs (e.g., see Tang et 
al. [2007]), we use a fuzzy number sensitivity analysis because fuzzy numbers provide a 
versatile way to represent parameter distributions with limited prior knowledge. Using 
the moment solutions (Table 2-1), we employed triangular fuzzy numbers spanning 
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Table 2-1. Closed form solutions to the first temporal moment (mean) and the second 
(variance) through fourth central moments of the zonal solute residence time probability 
density functions. These solutions were derived from equations (2-6)-(2-8) normalized by 
the zeroth temporal moment, )0( sg . 
  Zone 
Moment Main channel STS and HTS 
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ranges of TZTS model storage parameter values (see Figure B-2 in Appendix B for an 
example of these fuzzy numbers). The general transformation method, proposed by 
Hanss [2002] and further explained in Hanss [2005], was then used to implement these 
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fuzzy numbers and identify the relative influence (i.e., sensitivity) of each storage 
parameter on the moment solutions. In short, use of this method consisted of: (1) 
generation of possible parameter combinations by sampling within the triangular fuzzy 
numbers to represent uncertainty in parameters, (2) evaluation of the moment solutions 
for each combination to construct resulting fuzzy numbers for the moments to represent 
uncertainty in solutions, and finally (3) evaluation of the relative influence of each 
parameter on the moment solutions by essentially normalizing each parameter fuzzy 
number by the resulting moment fuzzy numbers. In the end, with only ranges of 
parameter values and a central tendency assumption, this approach provided an 
understanding of the influence of each storage parameter on moment solutions on a 
cumulative scale of 0-100%. This analysis was repeated on the solute residence time 
PDF, c(x,t), to form an overall comparison to influences on the moment solutions.  
Application Example of Moment Solutions 
In this application example, B, Y, and D are held constant because these can be set 
through direct measurements [e.g., O’Connor et al., 2010] and often dominate model 
sensitivity if treated as calibration parameters [e.g., Kelleher et al., 2013]. By setting 
these, we investigate how the sensitivities of STS and HTS parameters change under 
varying storage conditions. To define storage conditions, Choi et al. [2000] established 
residence time criteria where the two storage zone processes fall under additive (Case I), 
competitive (Case II), or dominant (Case III) conditions. Under Case I, lumped storage 
parameters of a one-zone TSM represent two storage processes well because individual 
exchange fluxes and storage capacities of each zone are comparable. Under Case II, two 
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storage processes are not characterized well by a one-zone TSM because exchange fluxes 
and storage capacities between each zone are not comparable. Parameters representing 
both zones are key to understanding solute transport under these competitive conditions. 
Under Case III, a one-zone TSM is sufficient because transient storage is primarily driven 
by both the exchange flux and storage capacity of a single zone. 
These three cases are defined with an understanding of timescales through 
dimensionless ratios of residence times (Rt) and exchange fluxes (Rq) between the two 
storage zones. Specifically, Choi et al. [2000] observed that parameter combinations 
resulting in a Rt < 5 implied Case I conditions and Rt > 5 implied either Case II or Case 
III conditions. Within Choi et al. [2000], however, there is no distinction between STS 
and HTS. 
To illustrate the utility of the closed form moment solutions combined with a 
sensitivity analysis, we first established working parameter ranges to represent storage 
conditions where (1) the influences of STS and HTS are comparable (Case I) or when (2) 
one storage zone (either STS or HTS) dominates transient storage (Case III). This was 
completed through Latin hypercube sampling within the overall parameter ranges 
presented in Choi et al. [2000] (see Appendix B for details). Rt and Rq were then 
calculated for each parameter set to identify those representing Case I and III conditions. 
These ratios, however, were calculated differently depending on relative STS or HTS 
dominance. When the STS residence time (tSTS) is larger than the HTS residence time 
(tHTS) and the HTS exchange flux (qHTS) is larger than the STS exchange flux (qSTS), the 
residence time ratio was calculated by  
STSSTS q
HTS
STSSTS
STS
HTS
HTS
STSSTS
HTS
STS
t RBY
YB
q
q
BY
YB
t
tR  ,                            (2-9) 
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facilitated by the substitutions 
STS
STS
STSSTS B
Yq   and
HTS
HTSHTS Y
Bq  . Here BSTSYSTS and 
YHTSB represent the storage capacities for the STS and HTS zones, respectively, and STSqR  
is the associated exchange flux ratio. When STSHTS tt  , the residence time ratio is defined 
as
HTSt
R , which is the inverse of equation (2-9), and the exchange flux ratio is defined as
HTSq
R . When considering both STS and HTS, Case I occurs when 5
STSt
R  and STSHTS tt   
or 5
HTSt
R  and STSHTS tt  . Case III is present when nearly all transient storage is driven 
by a small exchange flux and a large storage capacity in a single zone (i.e., when 
STSHTS tt  , HTSSTS qq  , STSSTSHTS YBBY  , and 5STStR  or when STSHTS tt  , 
HTSSTS qq  , STSSTSHTS YBBY  , and 5HTStR ).  
The utility of moment solutions becomes apparent when looking at examples of 
Case I and III. Each storage parameter (αSTS,αHTS, YSTS, YHTS, and BSTS) was treated as a 
triangular fuzzy number and the remaining parameters were set to values presented in 
Choi et al. [2000] (Q = 0.08 m3 s-1, D = 0.4 m2 s-1, x = 150 m) and Wagner and Harvey 
[1997] (B = 2 m and Y = 0.5 m). See Appendix B for details. For both of these Case I and 
III examples, the combined influence of αSTS and αHTS is only ~20-35% on σt2, St, and Kt 
(Figure 2-1). This indicates that mean residence time (μt in Table 2-1) is influenced solely 
by the parameters representing storage zone sizes (BSTS, YSTS, and YHTS) and the exchange 
lengths (BSTS and YHTS) account for a majority of the influence on σt2, St, and Kt. 
Specifically for the additive case examples, the individual influences of αSTS and αHTS on 
c(x,t), σt2, St, and Kt are nearly the same. Furthermore, the influences of BSTS and YHTS on 
c(x,t), σt2, St, and Kt are nearly equal (Figures 2-1A and 2-1C). For the dominant case 
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examples, YHTS (~70%) has the greatest influence when STSHTS tt   (Figure 2-1B) and BSTS 
(~55%) has the greatest influence when STSHTS tt   (Figure 2-1D) on σt2, St, and Kt. As 
would be expected, the key parameters and relative importance of each within the context 
of model simulations (i.e., c(x,t)) differ from that of individual moments. However, the 
first two moments together generally provide much of the sensitivity information  
contained within the model results.  
 
Figure 2-1. A fuzzy number sensitivity analysis to estimate the relative influence of each 
TZTS model storage parameter on the solute residence probability density function 
(c(x,t)) and the moment solutions (mean (μt), variance (σt2), third central moment (St), and 
fourth central moment (Kt)). These results illustrate additive (Case I) and dominant (Case 
III) storage conditions for when HTS residence time is greater than STS residence time    
( STSHTS tt  ) and when STS residence time is greater than HTS ( STSHTS tt  ). When 
STSHTS tt   for the additive case (A), each parameter has a notable influence on c(x,t), σt2, 
St, and Kt. When STSHTS tt   for the additive case (C), the results are nearly identical 
because storage timescales are comparable. For the dominant cases, there are fewer 
parameters significantly influencing the moments. The HTS exchange coefficient, αHTS, 
has a relative influence of less than 30% and the exchange length, YHTS, has more than 
70% influence on σt2, St, and Kt when STSHTS tt   (B). Conversely, when STSHTS tt   (D), 
αSTS has a relative influence of less than 30% while the exchange length, BSTS, has an 
influence of nearly 60%.  
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The parameter sensitivity results on the moment solutions allow for clear 
identification of either additive (Case I) or dominant (Case III) conditions, which are 
where two storage zones may be sufficiently represented by one lumped zone. Focusing 
on αSTS and αHTS, for example, the influences are nearly equal for Case I (Figures 2-1A 
and 2-1C), but the influence of only one is present for Case III (Figures 2-1B and 2-1D). 
Consequently, any results that fall in between Case I and III imply competitive conditions 
(Case II) where a two-zone TSM approach would be warranted. See Appendix B for 
information regarding the sensitivity of 2-SZ model storage parameters.  
Discussion 
Detail regarding the mathematical representation of transport processes can be 
inferred from the Laplace-domain solutions (equations (2-6)-(2-8)) and the closed form 
moment solutions (Table 2-1). The MC solute transport is an exponential decay of the 
boundary condition (equation (2-6)), the STS concentration is represented as the MC 
concentration influenced by αSTS and BSTS (equations (2-7)), and the HTS concentration is 
represented as the MC concentration influenced by αHTS and YHTS (equation (2-8)). 
Although these semi-analytical solutions in the Laplace domain require numerical 
inversion to the original state space to represent solute concentrations, equations (2-6)-(2-
8) themselves provide moment generating functions. From these solutions, we derived 
closed form moment solutions to describe the transport solution in the original state space 
without numerical inversion. The moment solutions directly show that μt is influenced 
only by the storage parameters YSTS, BSTS, and YHTS while σt2, St, and Kt are additionally 
influenced by αSTS and αHTS (Table 2-1). An advantage to using the moment solutions 
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combined with a sensitivity analysis is that the influence of parameters can be evaluated 
from parameter ranges without requiring model simulations.  
Fuzzy numbers provide a versatile way to investigate the impact of uncertain 
parameters without detailed knowledge of parameters (e.g., parameter probability density 
functions) or satisfying traditional assumptions (e.g., normally distributed model error) 
associated with probabilistic or statistical approaches [Hanss and Turrin, 2010]. 
Although there are a wide variety of sensitivity analysis methods (e.g., differential and 
variance-based [Tang et al., 2007]), each has advantages and disadvantages. For example, 
differential methods are widely used because of their simplicity, but these vary one 
parameter at a time and do not account for parameter interactions [e.g., Wagner and 
Harvey, 1997]. Variance-based methods are a more robust multivariate approach that can 
account for these parameter interactions, but can be computationally intensive and 
constrained by statistical assumptions [Tang et al., 2007]. Although the general 
transformation method used within this fuzzy number sensitivity analysis does not 
explicitly isolate parameter interactions, it is a less computationally intensive multivariate 
approach than variance-based methods. It also retains simplicity in the interpretation 
because the relative influence of each parameter is provided on a cumulative scale which 
allows for a direct comparison of parameter influences under different storage conditions 
(Figure 2-1). 
In our moment solution application example, parameter influences in terms of 
STS and HTS widths and depths revealed that the storage exchange lengths (BSTS and 
YHTS) account for the majority of influence from storage capacity (Figure 2-1). 
Conversely, for the 2-SZ model formulation, the cross-sectional areas represent the 
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storage capacity (see Figure B-3 in Appendix B). Both results highlight the importance of 
appropriately representing storage sizes and how parameterization can alter interpretation 
of key storage processes. Under the additive conditions (Case I), the relative influences of 
the STS and HTS exchange coefficients (αSTS and αHTS) and exchange lengths (BSTS and 
YHTS) are nearly the same (i.e., the influences of HTSSTS    and HTSSTS YB  ) (Figures 2-
1A and 2-1C). These results are not surprising because the storage timescales are 
comparable. The dominant conditions (Case III) are clearly distinguishable from the 
additive conditions based solely on either STS or HTS parameters dominantly 
influencing results (Figures 2-1B and 2-1D). Note that the overall parameter influences 
on c(x,t) are not consistent with the influences on μt, σt2, St, or Kt. This result confirms 
that a combination of moments is necessary to represent parameter influence on model 
predictions. However, similar to Leube et al. [2012], the first two moments (μt and σt2) 
generally represent the majority of the influence on the model. Higher order moment 
solutions are likely more important to consider if they are used to estimate transient 
storage parameters [e.g., Schmid, 2003].  
Finally, this application provided an example of how to use this approach to 
identify when the use of a one-zone TSM is sufficient or when use of a two-zone TSM is 
warranted. Additive (Case I) or dominant (Case III) conditions can rely on a one-zone 
TSM approach. However, situations where there is no apparent dominance of one zone or 
the contributions of each zone are not identical (i.e., the influences of STS parameters are 
not equal to the influences of HTS parameters), a two-zone TSM approach would be 
necessary. When appropriate, one-zone TSMs are preferable due to fewer parameters to 
calibrate and their wide use in past decades allowing for comparison between a variety of 
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stream systems [e.g., Cheong and Seo, 2003; Harvey and Wagner, 2000]. However, 
considering the relative importance of STS and HTS may be necessary when modeling 
reactive solute [Stewart et al., 2011] and heat transport [Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b] 
and, therefore, would require a two-zone TSM approach.  
Conclusions 
The moment solutions combined with a fuzzy number sensitivity analysis provide 
an efficient approach to determine the relative influence of each storage parameter on the 
model output. From the application example, we found that parameters representing 
storage sizes (e.g., BSTS or YHTS) consistently had the largest influences. While higher 
order moments may be important to support storage parameter estimation techniques, 
only the first two moments representing mean residence time and variance were 
necessary to represent dominant parameter influence on a solute prediction. This 
approach can also help determine when use of a two-zone transient storage model is 
warranted. 
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2 CHAPTER 3
THE INFLUENCE OF SPATIALLY VARIABLE STREAM HYDRAULICS  
ON REACH SCALE SOLUTE TRANSPORT MODELING 
Abstract 
Within the context of reach scale transient storage modeling, there is limited 
understanding of how best to establish reach segment lengths that represent the effects of 
spatially variable hydraulic and geomorphic channel properties. In this chapter, we 
progress this understanding through the use of channel property distributions derived 
from high-resolution imagery that are fundamental for hydraulic routing. We vary the 
resolution of reach segments used in the model representation and investigate the 
minimum number necessary to capture spatially variable influences on downstream 
predictions of solute residence time probability density functions while sufficiently 
representing the observed channel property distributions. We also test if the 
corresponding statistical moments of the predictions provide comparable results and, 
therefore, a method for establishing appropriate reach segment lengths. We find that the 
predictions and the moment estimates begin to represent the majority of the variability at 
reach segment lengths coinciding with distances where observed channel properties are 
spatially correlated. With this approach, reach scales where the channel properties no 
longer significantly change predictions can be established, which provides a foundation 
for more focused transient storage modeling efforts. 
 
                                                 
2 Coauthored by Noah M. Schmadel, Bethany T. Neilson, Justin E. Heavilin, David K. Stevens, and Anders 
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Introduction 
Pioneering studies of transient storage modeling considered the spatial variability 
of hydraulic and geomorphic channel properties important [e.g., Bencala and Walters, 
1983]. Despite this recognition, successive approaches tended to aggregate inversely 
estimated channel properties over a study reach in lieu of a detailed spatial representation 
[e.g., Stream Solute Workshop, 1990]. The success of this simplified approach to 
reproduce solute observations led to many similar applications over past decades [e.g., 
Neilson et al., 2010b; Runkel, 2007; Schmid et al., 2010]. However, because inversely 
estimated parameters provide indirect physical meaning concerning transport processes 
[e.g., Marion et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2010], a uniform representation of channel 
properties can result in inconclusive interpretations of transient storage residence times 
[e.g., Gooseff et al., 2007; Harvey and Bencala, 1993; Wondzell and Swanson, 1999]. It 
is understood that a more realistic representation of transient storage processes may 
require a spatial understanding of channel properties [Jackson et al., 2012; O’Connor et 
al., 2010], but approaches are lacking to establish the necessary level of detail in transient 
storage modeling. 
While retrieval of any physical information from inversely estimated model 
parameters depends on reach length selection [Harvey et al., 1996; Wagner and Harvey, 
1997], reducing the number of parameters through measurements can provide a better 
understanding of key processes [e.g., Loheide and Gorelick, 2006]. Direct measurements 
of channel properties related to stream hydraulics (e.g., channel width, depth, and 
velocity) [Jackson et al., 2012; O’Connor et al., 2010; Stonedahl et al., 2012] and 
detailed subsurface mapping from near-surface tracer tests [Toran et al., 2013; Ward et 
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al., 2012] have shown that transient storage processes are linked with spatially variable 
channel properties. Despite the promise of these recent efforts, measuring or 
extrapolating over longer reach scales is difficult because storage processes are 
persistently heterogeneous [Wondzell and Gooseff, 2013]. Nonetheless, a better 
representation of transient storage processes at a reach scale may be possible through a 
more realistic spatial understanding of channel properties. As higher spatial resolution 
information becomes available through remote sensing [e.g., Bingham et al., 2012], there 
is opportunity to investigate the influence of some spatially variable channel properties 
on reach scale predictions of solute transport and determine the level of spatial detail 
beyond which no new information is gained. 
The objective of this chapter is to determine the number of reach segments and 
corresponding lengths necessary to capture the effects of spatially variable channel 
properties related to the stream hydraulics in transient storage modeling. Using remotely 
sensed data from a 6.96-km study reach, we derive the high-resolution distribution of 
channel widths and corresponding distributions of depth, velocity, and the dispersion 
coefficient based on hydraulic principles of open-channel flow. Hereafter we refer to the 
channel width, depth, velocity, and dispersion estimates as channel properties. With this 
site specific information, we vary the resolution of reach segments and investigate the 
minimum number necessary by comparing segment-averaged distributions to the 
observed distributions of channel properties and by comparing reach scale solute 
predictions made with different resolutions of reach segments in the model 
representation. Furthermore, we compare statistical moments of the predictions to test if 
results are similar. To investigate a possible pattern between spatial variability and reach 
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segment lengths where the effects are captured, we repeat these comparisons using 
subsets of data from 1-km sections of the original study reach. 
Methods 
Channel Property Estimates Derived From Observations 
We build on previous work that produced a clipped raster of observed water 
temperatures (banks, vegetation, and sandbars excluded) from remotely sensed, high-
resolution three-band and thermal infrared imagery to establish a study reach distribution 
of total channel width (Btot) estimates. This imagery was collected from an aerial platform 
over the Virgin River, located in southwestern Utah, on June 22, 2007. Using this clipped 
raster (0.7 m pixel resolution) from Bingham et al. [2012] (Figure 3-1A), we delineated 
Btot every 5 meters over a 6.96-km study reach to arrive at Btot(x). Here x is the 
streamwise distance from 0 m (upper reach limit) to 6.96-km (downstream reach limit). 
This delineation consisted of setting transects (assumed perpendicular to main stream 
flow) along a centerline bisecting the clipped raster. Each transect was clipped to the 
outline of the raster that represents the edge of water (see Figure 3-1B for example). 
Mean stream depth (Y(x)), mean stream velocity (U(x)), and the longitudinal dispersion 
coefficient (D(x)) were estimated from the Btot(x) estimates using hydraulic principles and 
relationships (i.e., momentum, continuity, Manning’s equation, and Fischer’s [1975] 
empirical relationship for D(x)). Flow (Q) and mean streambed slope (So) were assumed 
constant over the study reach. See Appendix C for details. 
The study reach is a desert river system with sand to gravel substrate and a reach-
averaged So of 0.0039 m m-1. The influence of groundwater is assumed negligible based 
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on previous work [Bandaragoda and Neilson, 2011; Bingham et al., 2012; Herbert, 1995; 
Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b]. Q measured at the upper reach limit during this period was 
~1.06 m3 s-1, but can range from 0.5-25 m3 s-1 during typical seasonal variations. Q is 
assumed to be steady based on continuous water levels recorded at the upper reach limit. 
A Rhodamine WT tracer was instantaneously injected at the upper reach limit and 
measured 6.47 km downstream. This indicated mean residence time was ~6 hours 
through this section, which was used to estimate a mean velocity and reach-averaged  
Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.06.  
 
Figure 3-1. Virgin River study reach located in southwestern Utah. (A) The clipped raster 
of only water temperature pixels from Bingham et al. [2012] used to delineate total 
channel width (Btot(x) in m) every 5 streamwise meters. These water temperatures are the 
result of thermal infrared imagery (0.7 m pixel resolution) collected from an aerial 
platform. (B) Starting with a centerline bisecting this clipped raster, transects (assumed 
perpendicular to main stream flow) were set every 5 meters and clipped by the outline of 
the raster that represents the edge of water. These resulting transect lengths provide 
representative Btot(x) estimates. 
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Study Reach Segmentation 
In an effort to determine the necessary number of reach segments (k), we divided 
the total study reach length (X) into segments of equal length (Δx). The value of k was 
varied from 1, 2, …, N where N is the maximum possible number of reach segments and 
Δxk = X/k (for this study, X/N = 5 m). From the different segmentations (k = 1, 2, …, N), 
corresponding vectors of observed widths (Btot,ki) were extracted where i is the segment 
index (Figure 3-2). From each reach segment specific vector, corresponding width 
distributions (f(Btot,ki)) were established and the expected values (i.e., segment-wise 
averages) were estimated as 
 0 ,,,, )(][ kitotkitotkitotkitot dfE BBBB ,                                   (3-1) 
where E[…] denotes the expected value and f(Btot,ki) is the nonparametric probability 
density function (PDF) of Btot,ki (see Table 3-1 and Figure 3-2 for summary of relevant 
notation). A kernel density estimator (normal kernel and 0.1 m bandwidth) was used to 
estimate each reach segment specific PDF. Unique values of E[Yki], E[Uki], and E[Dki] 
were then estimated with this same procedure where Yki, Uki, and Dki are the resulting 
vectors of depth, velocity, and dispersion estimates within the ith reach segment. In the 
end, this study reach segmentation procedure produced varying values of E[Btot,ki], E[Yki], 
E[Uki], and E[Dki] at Δxk for k = 1, 2, …, N.  
To understand the importance of Δxk on the spatial correlation of E[Btot,ki] and 
how this segment-wise averaged value influences interpretation of results, a 
semivariogram was constructed of the study reach Btot(x) estimates. This consisted of 
quantifying the squared differences of pairs of Btot(x) corresponding to different 
separation distances (referred to as lag distance). These squared differences produced the 
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Table 3-1. Summary of notation relevant to the study reach segmentation. 
Notation Description 
Btot,ki Reach segment vector of total channel width estimates (m) 
f(Btot,ki) Probability density function of Btot,ki 
k Number of reach segments, varies from 1, 2, …, N 
i Reach segment index 
N Maximum number of reach segments 
E[…] Expected value (segment-wise average) (m) 
Δxk Reach segment length for each k, X/k (m) 
X Total study reach length (m) 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Illustration of the study reach segmentation procedure used over different 
resolutions of segmentations to find the necessary number of segments. The study reach 
is divided into k = 1, 2, …, N reach segments of equal length (Δxk = X/k) where N is the 
maximum possible number of reach segments and X is the total length of the study reach. 
The total channel width estimates (Btot(x)) derived from the imagery correspond to 
streamwise distances (x). In this case, x = 0 m to x = X at 5-m intervals and X/N = 5 m. 
For each k, Btot,ki is a vector of width estimates that fall within the ith reach segment. The 
expected value (denoted by E[…]) of Btot,ki is estimated from the corresponding 
probability density function (PDF). This procedure was repeated using the mean depth 
(Y(x)), mean velocity (U(x)), and longitudinal dispersion coefficient (D(x)) estimates to 
produce varying k = 1, 2, …, N values of E[Yki], E[Uki], and E[Dki] where Yki, Uki, and Dki 
are the respective vectors of estimates within the ith reach segment.  
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semivariance in Btot(x) at each lag distance. If spatial correlation is present, the 
semivariance of Btot(x) will approach the overall variance in Btot(x) as lag distance 
increases. If correlation is not present, the semivariance will be similar to the overall 
variance at every lag distance. 
Comparison of Channel Property Distributions 
We compared distributions of segment-averaged channel properties to their 
observed distributions to investigate the minimum number of reach segments necessary 
to represent the observed distributions. We hypothesize that this minimum number will 
provide some sense of the reach segment lengths necessary to capture the spatial 
variability in channel properties. Specifically, we compared distributions of E[Btot,ki], 
E[Yki], E[Uki], and E[Dki] for segmentation varying from k = 1, 2, …, N to distributions of 
Btot(x), Y(x), U(x), and D(x) derived from the observations over the entire study reach.  
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was applied to compare nonparametric 
cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of E[Btot,ki], E[Yki], E[Uki], and E[Dki] (referred 
to as the k-distributions) to CDFs of Btot(x), Y(x), U(x), and D(x) (referred to as the 
reference distributions). In this test, the resulting K-S statistic provides the maximum 
difference between each corresponding k-distribution and reference distribution (where 0 
< K-S statistic < 1). The p-value was also quantified to provide the probability that this 
K-S statistic is equal to or larger than all possible differences between the two 
distributions. A relatively high K-S statistic accompanied by a low p-value indicates that 
the reference distribution is not sufficiently represented. If the p-value approaches unity 
and the K-S statistic approaches zero, the two distributions are considered statistically the 
same.  
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Comparison of Solute Predictions 
We compared solute predictions made with increasing reach segmentation (k > 1) 
to the prediction made with the reach-averaged values (k = 1) and investigated the 
minimum number of reach segments required to capture the effects of spatially variable 
channel properties. Using the values of E[Btot,ki], E[Yki], E[Uki], and E[Dki], we make 
reach scale predictions of solute residence time PDFs for segmentation varying from k = 
1, 2, …, N using a two-zone transient storage model. 
Governing Equations and Solution 
We use the solute component of the two-zone temperature and solute (TZTS) 
transient storage model because the physical layout is constrained by widths and depths 
in the parameterization. Assuming flow is steady, exchange with storage zones is 
instantaneous, and the active stream channel and storage zones are rectangular, the 
governing equations are [Neilson et al., 2010b] 
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 HTS
HTS
HTSHTS CC
Ydt
dC  2 ,                                          (3-4) 
where equation (3-2) represents solute transport in the main portion of the stream 
(hereafter referred to as the main channel (MC)); C(x,t) is the solute concentration       
(mg m-3); the subscripts STS and HTS represent surface transient storage and hyporheic 
transient storage, respectively; αSTS is the exchange rate coefficient between the MC and 
the STS zone (m2 s-1); αHTS is the exchange rate coefficient between the MC and the HTS 
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zone (m2 s-1); YSTS and YHTS are the STS and HTS mean depths (m), respectively;  is the 
STS fraction of the total channel width; and t is time (s).  
Assuming initial and boundary conditions are 
C(x,0) = CSTS(x,0) = CHTS(x,0) = 0, 
C(0,t) = g(t), and C(∞,t) = 0,                                        (3-5) 
where g(t) represents a time-dependent (Dirichlet type) inflow solute breakthrough curve, 
the resulting Laplace-domain solution to the MC (equation (3-2)) is 
   )(42exp)( 2 sDUUDxsgC  ,                              (3-6) 
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  . Here )},({),( txCsxC L  is the solute concentration in the 
Laplace domain, s is the Laplace variable, and )}({)( tgsg L . Because we are only 
looking at the influence of spatially variable channel properties, we set αSTS, αHTS, YSTS, 
YHTS, and β to values within the narrowed bounds presented in Bandaragoda and Neilson 
[2011] and held these constant over the entire study reach. Note that the STS and HTS 
widths are βBtot and Btot(1 – β), respectively, and, therefore, change throughout the study 
reach.  
Convolution of Reach Segment Specific Solutions 
From the Laplace-domain solution in equation (3-6), the predicted reach scale 
solute breakthrough curves for segmentation varying from k = 1, 2, …, N were obtained 
through a convolution of reach segment specific Laplace-domain solutions, 
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),(...),(),()(),()},({ 21 sxcsxcsxcsgsXxCtXxC kkikkkkkk L ,   (3-7) 
where  
cki (xk, s) Cki (xk, s)g(s) ,                                           (3-8) 
and ),()},({ txcsxc kkikki 1- L  is the solute residence time PDF of the ith of k reach 
segment. Riml and Wörman [2011] state that this convolution is valid for study reaches 
with large Péclet numbers (i.e., (XU)/D >> 1) to assume one-way advective 
communication between reach segments. Meeting this condition ensures that mass is 
conserved and the upstream reach segment solution can be used as the boundary 
condition for the next downstream reach segment solution.  
For the purpose of expressing predicted breakthrough curves as solute residence 
time PDFs, equation (3-7) was normalized by the zeroth temporal moment. To arrive at 
the kth solute residence time PDF prediction, ),( sXck  was inverted into the original state 
space using the Hollenbeck [1998] function based on the De Hoog et al. [1982] 
algorithm. The root mean square error (RMSE) was used to assess the change between 
predictions for k > 1 and k = 1. The rate of change in RMSE with respect to a change in k 
determined the value of k necessary for convergence in the predictions (i.e., where further 
segmentation no longer significantly influences the predictions). 
Comparison of Statistical Moments 
Similar to investigating the effects of reach segmentation on solute residence time 
PDF predictions, the effects on statistical moments were also investigated to determine if 
these provide a measure for establishing reach segment lengths. Because the Laplace-
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domain solution in equation (3-6) provides a moment generating function [Aris, 1958], 
we accomplished this through closed form temporal moment solutions.  
Temporal moments centered about the mean (hereafter referred to as central 
moments) describe statistical characteristics of a solute residence time PDF at a spatial 
position. The first temporal moment represents the mean solute residence time (μt) and 
the second central moment represents the variance (σt2) about the mean from an Eulerian 
perspective [e.g., Wörman, 2000]. The third central moment (St) is related to the formal 
statistical definition of skewness. We derived closed form moment solutions weighted by 
spatial variability factors that represent the variation of spatially variable channel 
properties from their reach-averaged values. Using similar derivation techniques 
developed by Riml and Wörman [2011], the mean residence time of ),( tXck  for 
segmentation varying from k = 1, 2, …, N is t k  (s) where ...  denotes the study 
reach-averaged value for each k. Subsequently, the variance about the mean is  t2 k  (s
2) 
and the third central moment is St k  (s
3). See Appendix D for the closed form moment 
solutions and spatial variability factors.  
These moment solutions weighted by spatial variability factors allow the 
influence of spatially variable channel properties on solute transport solutions to be 
evaluated without completing model simulations. This influence is expressed as the 
percent change of the mean, variance, and third central moment estimates for k > 1 from 
the corresponding estimates for k = 1. The rate of percent change in the moment estimate 
with respect to a change in k determines the k where increased reach segmentation no 
longer significantly changes the estimate.  
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Repeat of Comparisons Using Different Channel Property Distributions 
To investigate a possible pattern between spatial variability and reach segment 
lengths where the effects on solute predictions are captured, we repeated each 
comparison (comparison of distributions, solute predictions, and statistical moments) 
using subsets of data from the study reach. These subsets are width estimates derived 
from the imagery that fall within 1-km sections of the original study reach. These data 
were used to create different distributions of channel properties; depth, velocity, and the 
dispersion coefficient were calculated using the same constant Q and So. The 1-km 
sections were treated as individual reaches with unique, observed distributions. 
Semivariograms of width estimates from each 1-km section were constructed to 
understand the influence of spatial correlation on the interpretation of results. To further 
illustrate the importance of a more realistic representation of channel properties and 
spatial correlation within streams, we again repeated each comparison (and 
semivariogram construction) using randomly generated width estimates. These estimates 
follow an assumed lognormal distribution with a similar expected value and variance as 
observed over the entire study reach (Appendix E for details). 
Results 
Channel Property Estimates Derived From Observations 
The Btot(x) estimates derived every 5 m from the imagery range from 3-42 m with 
a study reach expected value (k = 1) of 16.8 m (Figure 3-3A). The semivariance of Btot(x) 
indicates that width estimates are spatially correlated at distances up to ~150 m (gray 
shading in Figure 3-3B); thus, Btot(x) estimates greater than 150 m apart are considered 
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spatially independent. From the Btot(x) estimates, Y(x) ranges from 0.11-0.55 m with an 
expected value of 0.21 m, U(x) ranges from 0.23-0.71 m s-1 with an expected value of 
0.34 m s-1, and D(x) ranges from 0.5-137 m2 s-1 with an expected value of 24.4 m2 s-1.  
Comparison of Channel Property Distributions 
The differences between nonparametric cumulative k-distributions of E[Btot,ki] and 
the reference distribution of Btot(x) decrease as k increases (Figure 3-4). For example, 
when k = 10, the k-distribution clearly does not represent the reference distribution 
(Figure 3-4A); however, by increasing the number of reach segments to k = 50, the 
corresponding k-distribution more closely represents the reference distribution. The 
maximum differences (K-S statistic) for segmentation varying from k = 1, 2, …, N 
decrease as k increases (Figure 3-4B). As reach segment lengths begin to coincide with 
spatial correlation in width estimates (Δxk < 150 m), the maximum difference begins to 
stabilize (vertical gray line in Figure 3-4B); although the p-value is relatively low at this  
point, it generally increases with further segmentation (black line in Figure 3-4C 
 
Figure 3-3. (A) Total channel width estimates (Btot(x)) derived every 5 streamwise meters 
from the imagery (clipped raster) shown in Figure 3-1. The expected value of the width 
distribution for k = 1 is shown. (B) The semivariance, variance, and covariance of Btot(x) 
at different separation distances (lag distance) indicate that Btot(x) estimates are spatially 
correlated at distances up to 150 m, which is shown by the gray shading. Btot(x) estimates  
greater than 150 m apart are considered spatially independent.  
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represents the moving average of 10 consecutive values). Here, only the K-S test results 
of E[Btot,ki] relative to Btot(x) are shown because reference distributions of Y(x), U(x), D(x) 
were represented similarly. 
Comparison of Solute Predictions 
The solute residence time PDF predictions for k > 1 clearly differ from the 
prediction for k = 1 (Figure 3-5). A majority of the change in the solute response appears 
to occur for 50 ≥ k > 1 (light gray band in Figure 3-5A which represents all predictions 
from k = 2 to k = 50). When k > 50 (approximate to Δxk < 150 m), the responses begin to 
converge to the solution representing the effects of spatially variable channel properties 
and essentially begin to lay on top of each other with further segmentation (dark gray 
band in Figure 3-5A which represents predictions from k = 51 to k = 400). The resolution 
at which the influence of segmentation stabilizes becomes apparent through the RMSE 
estimates that compare predictions when k > 1 to the prediction where k = 1 (Figure 3-
5B). The RMSE begins to level off abruptly for Δxk < 150 m where reach segment 
lengths coincide with the distances where Btot(x) estimates are spatially correlated 
(vertical gray line in Figure 3-5B). The rate of change in the RMSE with respect to a 
change in k further indicates that the prediction begins to converge at Δxk < 150 m 
(Figure 3-5C). Note that the Péclet number for k = 1 is ~100, indicating that the 
convolution approach is appropriate for the conditions of this study reach. 
Comparison of Statistical Moments 
The kt , kt2 , and ktS  estimates for k > 1 diverge from the respective 
estimates for k = 1 (Figure 3-6). Similar to the solute prediction results, the percent 
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Figure 3-4. (A) Example nonparametric cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of 
segment-average widths (E[Btot,ki]) for k = 10 and k = 50 reach segments (k-distribution) 
relative to the reference distribution of observed width estimates (Btot(x)). (B) The 
resulting Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistic (maximum difference) for varying k = 1, 2, 
…, N reach segments. The vertical gray line corresponds to the reach segment lengths 
(Δxk) equivalent to the lag distances where Btot(x) estimates are considered spatially 
correlated (see Figure 3-3B). (C) The accompanying p-value that represents the 
probability that the maximum difference is equal to or larger than all possible differences 
between the k-distribution and the reference distribution. The p-value steadily increases 
with further segmentation at Δxk coinciding with spatial correlation (vertical gray line). 
The black line is the moving average of 10 consecutive values, which is included to 
illustrate the increasing trend. If the p-value approaches unity and the maximum 
difference approaches zero, the k-distribution and the reference distribution are 
considered statistically the same. 
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Figure 3-5. (A) Solute residence time probability density function (PDF) predictions at 
the downstream reach limit (ck(X,t)) for varying k = 1, 2, …, N reach segments. Shown in 
black is the prediction for k = 1 where channel properties are uniform. Predictions for 50 
≥ k > 1 are shown in light gray. Shown in dark gray are the predictions for k > 50 which 
begin to converge or lay on top of each other with further segmentation. (B) The root 
mean square error (RMSE) as a measure of change of the predictions for k > 1 from the 
prediction for k = 1. The RMSE appears to flatten out asymptotically as k increases. The 
vertical gray line corresponds to the reach segment lengths (Δxk) equivalent to the lag 
distances where total channel width (Btot(x)) estimates are considered spatially correlated 
(see Figure 3-3B). (C) The rate of change in RMSE with respect to a change in k 
indicates that change in the prediction begins to diminish at reach scales equivalent to 
spatial correlation in Btot(x) estimates shown by the vertical gray line.  
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change in moment estimates begins to level off abruptly at reach segment lengths 
coinciding with spatial correlation in Btot(x) estimates (vertical gray lines in Figures 3-6A, 
3-6B, and 3-6C). All moment estimates increase with further segmentation and a majority 
of the possible percent change occurs at reach segment lengths coinciding with spatial 
correlation. The rate of percent change of kt , kt2 , and ktS  with respect to a 
change in k indicates that the influence of further reach segmentation on moment 
estimates begins to diminish at Δxk < 150 m (vertical gray lines in Figures 3-6D, 3-6E, 
and 3-6F).  
Repeat of Comparisons Using Different Channel Property Distributions  
For illustrative purposes, we show an example of width estimates derived from 
imagery that fall within three, unique 1-km sections of the original study reach (Reaches 
1, 2, and 3 in Figure 3-7A). Each unique reach has similar expected values for k = 1, but 
different CDFs (Figure 3-7B) and variance of width estimates (Figure 3-7C). The 
semivariance of each reach indicates that the width estimates are spatially correlated at 
distances up to 170 m, 90 m, and 40 m for Reaches 1, 2, and 3, respectively (vertical gray 
and black lines in Figure 3-7C). By repeating the comparisons presented earlier using 
width estimates within these 1-km sections, we exposed a pattern between the spatial 
variability in channel properties and reach segment lengths where the effects on solute 
predictions are captured. The influence of spatial variability on a solute prediction 
(shown here by the variance of the solute residence time PDF) begins to stabilize at reach 
segment lengths consistently coinciding with spatial correlation in the observed widths 
(vertical gray and black lines in Figure 3-7D). From this example, increased variability in 
width estimates results in increased magnitude of change in the prediction. However, 
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fewer reach segments are necessary to represent that variability because there is an 
increase in the distances where spatial correlation persists. The K-S test results for  
comparing distributions for each reach are not shown because similar results occurred.  
 
Figure 3-6. The percent change of the (A) mean, 
kt
 , (B) variance, 
kt
2 , and (C) 
third central moment, 
kt
S , estimates for more than one reach segment (k > 1) relative to 
the estimates for k = 1. These percent changes increase asymptotically as k increases. The 
vertical gray lines correspond to the reach segment lengths (Δxk) equivalent to the lag 
distances where total channel width (Btot(x)) estimates are considered spatially correlated 
(see Figure 3-3B). The rate of percent change with respect to a change in k of (D) 
kt
 , 
(E) 
kt
2 , and (F) 
kt
S indicates that the change in moment estimates due to increased 
reach segmentation begins to diminish at reach scales equivalent to spatial correlation in  
Btot(x) estimates, which is shown by the vertical gray lines.  
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The randomly generated width estimates are not spatially correlated at any 
distance because the semivariance is similar to the overall variance at every lag distance 
(see Figure E-1 in Appendix E). The repeated K-S test results (comparison of 
distributions) using randomized width estimates are drastically different from the 
observed counterpart. It takes roughly an order of magnitude more reach segments to 
represent the reference distribution (see Figure E-2 in Appendix E). Repeating the 
comparison of solute predictions using randomized width estimates indicates that the 
solution does not begin to converge at any number of reach segments. The solute 
residence time PDF prediction continues to change with increased segmentation until the 
full dataset is incorporated into the solution (see Figure E-3 in Appendix E). Repeating 
the statistical moment comparison produced similar results where the change in moment 
estimates does not stabilize or converge to a solution that represents the effects of spatial  
variability (see Figure E-4 in Appendix E).  
Discussion 
The Influence of Spatially Variable Channel Properties 
Channel properties controlling stream hydraulics are fundamental to transient 
storage modeling [e.g., O’Connor et al., 2010; Runkel, 2007]. Because these properties 
are spatially variable [Bencala and Walters, 1983], finding appropriate reach 
segmentation scales is necessary to capture the influence of this variability in solute 
predictions. Ultimately, adequately capturing the spatial variability in channel properties 
may be critical in representing key transport processes. In this chapter, an approach is 
provided to determine reach scales necessary to capture the effects of spatially variable  
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Figure 3-7. (A) Example width estimates derived every 5 meters from the imagery shown 
in Figure 3-1 of three 1-km sections of the original study reach. These 1-km sections are 
treated as individual, unique reaches designated by Reaches 1, 2, and 3. The expected 
value of each corresponding width distribution is shown (for k = 1). (B) The cumulative 
distribution functions for each reach (same scales as Figure 3-4A). (C) The semivariance 
and variance of Reach 1, 2, and 3 width estimates at different separation distances (lag 
distance) indicate that width estimates are spatially correlated at distances unique for each 
reach (170, 90, and 40 m, respectively), which is shown by the vertical gray and black 
lines. The colors correspond to A. From this example, increased variance of width 
estimates results in increased distances where estimates are spatially correlated. 
Consequently, if distances are increased where spatial correlation persists, fewer reach 
segments are required to represent that variability. (D) Percent change of the variance 
(second central moment) of the solute residence time probability density function 
predictions for Reaches 1, 2, and 3. The colors correspond to A. The vertical gray and 
black lines again correspond to spatial correlation in width estimates.  
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channel properties related to stream hydraulics in transient storage modeling. By varying 
the resolution of segments representing a continuous study reach, we found that distances 
where width estimates were spatially correlated (Figures 3-3B and 3-7C) consistently 
coincided with the reach segment lengths where change in the solute residence time PDF 
prediction began to diminish (Figures 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7). Based on this study, a majority 
of the effects of variability on a solute prediction can be anticipated if reach segmentation 
captures spatial correlation. Only a coarse representation of the observed distribution of 
channel properties was required by the reach segments to capture spatial correlation and a 
majority of the variability (Figure 3-4). At this point, the maximum difference also began 
to stabilize and the p-value increased steadily with further segmentation. This suggests 
that the level of variability will dictate the influence on a solute prediction and 
appropriate reach segment lengths. We found that increased spatial variability 
(represented by variance of width estimates) resulted in increased magnitude of change in 
the solute residence time PDF prediction (Figure 3-7). However, fewer reach segments 
were necessary to capture that increased variability because the influence of spatial 
correlation persisted over longer distances. Although we exposed a pattern between 
spatial correlation in observations and effects on solute predictions, it is still unclear if 
this correlation structure will always correspond to the reach segmentation that captures 
the influences of spatial variability. This study does illustrate that high spatial resolution 
data are necessary to apply this approach and to determine appropriate reach 
segmentation. As remote sensing has made such data more accessible [e.g., Bingham et 
al., 2012], incorporating spatial information into solute predictions is feasible.  
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Previous Approaches 
Two common modeling approaches developed to address spatially variable model 
parameters are a convolution of individual, reach segment specific residence time PDFs 
[Riml and Wörman, 2011; Saco and Kumar, 2002] and stochastic analyses that apply 
probabilistic descriptions of parameter variability [Li and Zhou, 1997; Stewardson and 
McMahon, 2002]. The convolution approach requires supporting data to adequately 
capture the effects of parameter variability. Most have not had such data to determine if 
this requirement is met and, therefore, have inferred the effects of parameter variability 
[Riml and Wörman, 2011; Saco and Kumar, 2002]. With the use of high-resolution data 
to support the convolution approach applied here, we found that when reach segments are 
no longer considered spatially independent, a majority of the effects of spatial variability 
were captured (Figure 3-5). Furthermore, we found that, similar to Saco and Kumar 
[2002], the representation of hydraulic parameter distributions influenced the variance in 
the final downstream solute response. Specifically, variance increased as more spatial 
detail was incorporated into the model, but began to stabilize at reach scales coinciding 
with spatial correlation (Figures 3-6B and 3-6E).  
If supporting data are limited, stochastic analyses can be used to estimate the 
influence on solute predictions by inferring the variance in the parameter distributions [Li 
and Zhou, 1997]. However, parameter values are assumed random to infinitely small 
spatial scales. Based on this study, if channel properties are assumed spatially random, 
the solute prediction does not converge at any reach segment length (see Figures E-3 and 
E-4 in Appendix E). Because we see convergence in a prediction coinciding with spatial 
correlation, assuming a distribution based on an average and variance does not represent 
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the spatial variability of a stream system or provide an understanding of the amount of 
information necessary to represent that variability. While approaches are needed to 
capture the influences of spatial variability in solute predictions, there is a need to better 
understand the link between incorporating more spatial information and variance 
producing mechanisms in modeling applications. 
Implications to Better Represent Transport Processes 
Commonly, parameters representing both channel properties and transient storage 
processes are considered uniform and are estimated inversely through stream tracer 
experiments [e.g., Stream Solute Workshop, 1990]. Although tracer techniques are often 
useful for inferring reach function, transient storage parameters are not identifiable due to 
strong parameter interactions related to stream characteristics [Kelleher et al., 2013]. A 
decrease in the number of parameters and other uncertainty sources would allow for 
better transient storage parameter estimation. This chapter provides a fundamental step to 
set the number of reach segments where spatially variable channel properties related to 
stream hydraulics are captured.  
The next steps require consideration of additional spatially variable stream 
characteristics controlling transient storage such as streambed permeability [e.g., Salehin 
et al., 2004; Ward et al., 2014] and geomorphic features [e.g., Gomez et al., 2012; 
Stonedahl et al., 2013; Zarnetske et al., 2007]. However, methods for extracting the 
necessary spatial information from high resolution data are required to scale parameters 
given that prior efforts have shown that measurements of channel width, depth, and 
velocity scaled with transient storage parameters provided residence time predictions 
different than those estimated with inversely calibrated hydraulic parameters [O’Connor 
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et al., 2010]. With high resolution imagery, we show that only a coarse number of 
measurements is needed to represent spatial correlation unique to each reach and, 
therefore, the effects of spatially variable stream hydraulics on a solute prediction. 
Building on this approach, it is possible to extract more detailed information from 
imagery such as STS widths [Bingham et al., 2012], sinuosity, and geomorphic units 
(e.g., pool-riffle sequences). This additional spatial detail may allow for investigating 
methods to scale parameters over space and determine the associated effects on solute 
transport.  
Regardless of the potential for more detailed spatial information and because 
transient storage processes are persistently heterogeneous [e.g., Jackson et al., 2012; 
Wondzell, 2006], more work is needed to link spatially variable channel properties to 
transient storage parameters over longer reach and network scales. However, establishing 
this link will likely require an understanding of the spatial scales necessary to capture the 
significant effects of spatially variable main channel properties. 
Conclusions 
While other studies have inferred the effects of spatial variability on solute 
transport, this chapter illustrated the smallest reach scales necessary to capture the effects 
of this variability on predictions of solute residence time probability density functions. 
Starting with distributions of channel properties related to stream hydraulics (width, 
depth, velocity, and dispersion) derived from high-resolution imagery, we presented an 
approach to determine such scales. Based on a convolution of reach segment specific 
transient storage model solutions, changes in predictions began to diminish at segment 
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lengths equivalent to distances where channel properties were spatially correlated. 
Changes in the moment estimates also began to diminish at the same segment lengths 
where channel properties were spatially correlated. The moment estimates revealed that 
the incorporation of greater spatial detail produced variance in the prediction. From the 
distributions derived from observations, reach segments needed to capture only a 
majority of the actual spatial variability in channel properties to reflect the significant 
effects on predictions. While increased variability in observations had a greater influence 
on a prediction, fewer reach segments were necessary to represent that variability because 
spatial correlation persisted over longer distances. It is currently unclear if data structure 
and spatial correlation will always correspond to the same reach scales necessary for 
transient storage modeling. However, this study showed that a majority of the effects of 
spatial variability on a solute transport prediction can be anticipated if spatial correlation 
is captured by reach segments. More work is also needed to link increased spatial detail 
to variance producing mechanisms. This study highlights the need for high spatial 
resolution data to apply this approach and determine the influence of spatial variability on 
solute transport modeling. An increased spatial understanding of channel properties and 
proper representation of these influences may allow for more focused efforts to identify 
other model parameters and thus provide a better understanding of key transport 
processes. 
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3 CHAPTER 4
THE INFLUENCE OF SPATIALLY VARIABLE STREAM HYDRAULICS  
ON REACH SCALE TEMPERATURE MODELING 
Abstract 
While a myriad of processes control water temperature, the most significant in 
streams without notable shading or groundwater inputs are surface heat fluxes at the air-
water interface. These fluxes are particularly sensitive to parameters representing the 
water surface area to volume ratio. Channel geometry dictates this ratio; however, it is 
currently unclear how spatial variability in stream hydraulics influences temperature 
predictions or how contribution of the boundary condition influences interpretation of 
processes most sensitive to this variability. To investigate these influences, we used high-
resolution spatial observations collected over a 25-km reach within a Laplace-domain 
solution to a two-zone temperature transient storage model. We found that for the study 
reach and flow condition, changes in the surface area to volume ratio did not consistently 
coincide with changes in stream temperature. However, notable changes in cumulative 
mean residence time corresponded with changes in the temperature extremes throughout 
the study reach. The surface fluxes were clearly the most sensitive to spatial variability 
when the effects of the boundary condition were absent. Consistent with solute transport, 
reach segment lengths that include the spatial correlation in observations are necessary to 
capture the spatial influences of hydraulics on temperature predictions. 
                                                 
3 Coauthored by Noah M. Schmadel, Bethany T. Neilson, and Justin E. Heavilin 
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Introduction 
Stream temperature impacts biogeochemical transformations, dissolved oxygen 
content, and metabolic rates. Therefore, forecasting water quality and ecological health 
depends on accurate predictions of stream temperature. Stream temperature is controlled 
by the energy and hydrologic fluxes at the air-water and water-streambed interfaces [e.g., 
Hannah et al., 2004, 2008; Webb and Zhang, 1997]. Common among all streams, these 
fluxes are driven by gradients caused by (1) meteorological conditions (e.g., solar 
radiation and air temperature) and (2) hydraulic (e.g., stream width, depth, and velocity) 
and geomorphic (e.g., streambed permeability and material) channel properties [e.g., 
Caissie, 2006]. In streams that do not have large groundwater inputs, tributaries, or 
notable shading, stream temperature is most sensitive to surface heat fluxes at the air-
water interface [e.g., Johnson, 2004; Kelleher et al., 2012; Mosley, 1983]. While there are 
numerous studies that investigate the relationship between meteorological conditions 
(e.g., air temperature) and stream temperature [e.g., Caissie et al., 2001; Stefan and 
Preud'homme, 1993], few have focused on how the spatial variability in stream 
hydraulics influences surface heat fluxes and stream temperature. Past studies have, 
however, suggested that the contribution of surface heat fluxes to stream temperature is 
strongly sensitive to the hydraulic channel properties. In particular, the wetted surface 
area (based on width) of the air-water interface has been found proportional to the total 
energy available to heat stream water [Edinger et al., 1968; Link et al., 2013]. 
Furthermore, the amplitude of stream temperature typically increases with a decrease in 
depth (i.e., increase in the ratio between the air-water interface surface area and water 
volume) [Gu et al., 1998]. Conversely, increased velocity has been shown to dampen 
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stream temperature amplitude due to decreased residence time in the channel [Arscott et 
al., 2001; Gu and Li, 2002]. Although there is compelling evidence that hydraulic 
channel properties are important controls, their role in dictating stream temperature is still 
ambiguous because there is little understanding regarding the influence of spatial 
variability in those properties. Without this understanding, the corresponding influence of 
a changing surface area and, therefore, surface heat fluxes, is poorly understood. 
In past efforts to predict stream temperature deterministically, model complexity 
has varied from accounting only for individual surface heat fluxes [SNTEMP; Theurer et 
al., 1984] to including the effects of bed conduction and transient storage [TZTS; Neilson 
et al., 2010a, 2010b]. The goal is to represent important heat transfer and transport 
processes; however, by increasing model complexity, data requirements to estimate or 
calibrate parameters is also increased [e.g., Bandaragoda and Neilson, 2011]. Beyond 
parameter estimation, additional challenges include assessing whether a prediction 
represents processes accurately and evaluating the relative contributions of initial or 
boundary conditions on that prediction. Particularly in the context of temperature 
modeling, these challenges may be significant given that contribution of the uppermost 
reach boundary condition can persist over long reach scales (on the order of kilometers) 
[Heavilin and Neilson, 2012]. However, it is still unclear whether contributions of the 
initial and boundary conditions in the prediction will mute the interpretation of the role of 
heat fluxes at the air-water and water-streambed interfaces. Furthermore, assessing which 
processes are most sensitive to spatial variability may also be difficult if the contributions 
of heat fluxes are not realistically represented. While the influence of spatially variable 
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channel properties has been considered for solute transport (see Chapter 3), there is a 
similar need for consideration of this influence in the context of temperature predictions.  
In this chapter, we set out to determine the role of spatially variable hydraulics in 
context of stream temperature modeling. This spatial variability is represented by channel 
width data assessed from high-resolution imagery that is used to determine mean depths 
and velocities. Determining this role requires consideration of initial condition, boundary 
condition, and surface heat flux contributions throughout the reach being modeled. We 
present a semi-analytical solution to a heat transport model to isolate these contributions. 
We apply a convolution of this solution to incorporate spatial detail. Using this 
convolution technique, we determine how best to represent spatial variability by varying 
the number of segments representing the study reach and investigating the minimum 
number and, therefore, the segment lengths necessary to capture this variability. 
Methods 
Temperature Model and Solutions 
To investigate the influence of spatially variable hydraulics on stream temperature 
predictions, we develop a semi-analytical solution to a two-zone transient storage 
temperature model. This solution, unlike numerical techniques, allows us to look at both 
the influence of spatial variability and the individual contributions of the initial 
conditions, boundary condition, and surface heat flux terms throughout the study reach.  
Governing Equations 
Because stream temperature predictions are sensitive to the surface area to 
volume ratio, we use the temperature component of the two-zone temperature and solute 
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(TZTS) transient storage model that is physically constrained by widths and depths in the 
parameterization [Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b]. While this formulation allows for more 
realistic model representation of fluxes at the air-water and water-streambed interfaces, it 
also allows for the direct incorporation of observed spatially variable hydraulic channel 
properties. Assuming flow is steady, exchange with storage zones is instantaneous, and 
the active stream channel and storage zones are rectangular, the governing equations are 
[Neilson et al., 2010a]  
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where equation (4-1) represents heat transport in the main portion of the stream (hereafter 
referred to as the main channel (MC)); the subscripts STS, HTS, sed, STS,sed, and gr 
represent surface transient storage, hyporheic transient storage, sediments below the MC, 
sediments below the STS zone, and the deeper ground layer, respectively; T is the water 
temperature (°C); Q is the volumetric flow rate (m3 d-1); Y is the volume depth (m); Btot is 
the total channel width (m);  is the STS width fraction of Btot; D is the longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient (m2 d-1); αSTS and αHTS are the exchange rate coefficients between 
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the MC and the STS and HTS zones, respectively (m2 d-1); αsed is the thermal diffusivity 
coefficient of the streambed (m2 d-1); ρ and ρsed are the densities of water and streambed 
material, respectively (kg m-3); Cp and Cp,sed are the heat capacities of water and 
streambed material, respectively (cal kg-1 °C-1); x is distance (m); t is time (d); and h(t, T) 
is the surface heat flux term (°C d-1) (see Neilson et al. [2010a] for more details). The 
surface heat flux term more specifically acts as a forcing function on the temperature 
model,  
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where AS is the stream water surface area at the air-water interface (m2), V is the water 
volume (m3), and Jatm is the total surface heat flux energy available to warm or cool 
stream water (cal m-2 d-1) due to net solar shortwave radiation (Jsn), net atmospheric 
longwave radiation (Jan), longwave back radiation from the water (Jbr), conduction and 
convection (Jc), and evaporation and condensation (Je) (see Chapra [1997] and Appendix 
F for formulations). Furthermore, Jatm is a function of T and measured meteorological 
conditions of Jsn, air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed. Note that because 
the channel is assumed rectangular, the surface area to volume ratio that scales the 
influence of Jatm on water temperature is AS/V = 1/Y. 
Solutions 
Building on previous work that only looked at MC heat transport processes 
[Heavilin and Neilson, 2012], we derived a Laplace-domain solution to equation (4-1) to 
isolate components that individually represent transport of the initial and boundary 
conditions, ground conduction, and surface heat fluxes. Using the Laplace transform to 
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solve equation (4-1) required the surface heat flux term (equation (4-5)) to be linearized. 
Jbr and Je are nonlinear with regard to water temperature and were linearized through a 
Taylor series expansion about the initial temperature, T0. The linearized equation (4-5) 
simplifies to 
Y
tT
Y
tTth )()(),(   ,                                             (4-6) 
where ϕ(t) (m d-1) varies only upon wind speed and θ(t) (°C m d-1) varies upon wind 
speed, air temperature, relative humidity, and net solar shortwave radiation (see 
Appendix F for details regarding this linearization and for the expressions of ϕ(t) and 
θ(t)). Heavilin and Neilson [2012] found that removing nonlinearities from the surface 
heat flux term did not significantly impact predictions and that assuming a constant wind 
speed was appropriate for the meteorological conditions used in this three day study 
period. Therefore, a constant wind speed is assumed for a less complicated solution 
technique.  
Assuming initial and boundary conditions are 
T(x,0) = T0, 
TSTS(x,0) = TSTS,0, 
THTS(x,0) = THTS,0, 
TSTS,sed(x,0) = TSTS,sed,0, and 
T(0,t) = Tin(t),                                                   (4-7) 
the resulting Laplace-domain solution to stream temperature (equation (4-1)), separated 
into terms that represent contributions of the boundary condition, surface fluxes, ground 
conduction, and initial conditions, is  
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To incorporate spatially variable information into the prediction, we apply a 
convolution of the Laplace-domain solution (equation (4-8)),  
Boundary condition 
Surface fluxes 
Initial conditions 
Ground conduction 
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where k is the number of reach segments in the model representation (i.e., the number of 
spatial observations), i is the reach segment index, Δx = X/k is the corresponding reach 
segment length (m), and X is the total reach length (m). In this convolution, the upstream 
reach segment solution is used as the boundary condition for the next downstream reach 
segment solution and so on. Ground temperature, Tgr, is assumed constant. To arrive at 
T(X, t), we invert term-by-term into the original state space. See Appendix F for the full 
derivation and inversion techniques. Because these solutions (equations (4-8) and (4-9)) 
are a summation of individual terms, the prediction is referred to as total temperature.  
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Spatial Data and Model Application Example  
Stream Hydraulics Estimated From Observations 
High-resolution channel widths were estimated from remotely sensed imagery to 
investigate the influence of spatially variable hydraulics on a temperature prediction. We 
build on previous work that produced a clipped raster of only water temperatures (banks, 
vegetation, and sandbars excluded) [Bingham et al., 2012] and use techniques presented 
in Chapter 3 to estimate channel widths every 1 meter over a 25-km study reach (see 
Figure G-1 in Appendix G for example). The channel properties related to hydraulics 
were estimated from these widths (Btot(x)) including depth (Y(x)) and velocity (U(x)) 
through the use of momentum and continuity, and dispersion (D(x)) using Fischer’s 
[1975] empirical formula (see Appendix C for details). Heavilin and Neilson [2012] 
found that for this particular case study, the contribution of the boundary condition in 
temperature predictions persists over many kilometers; therefore, the study reach was 
expanded beyond the 7-km portion of the imagery used in Chapter 3 to the entire 
available dataset of 25 km. Because the contribution of the boundary condition may still 
be present past 25 km, we extended our spatial test domain by repeating the dataset from 
the beginning to keep the data structure consistent with the direction of flow. Although 
flow is not anticipated to remain constant over space and any variation will alter 
hydraulic channel properties (e.g., depth and velocity), we assume that channel widths 
will not significantly change with any anticipated change in flow (i.e., rectangular 
channel). To focus only on the influence of spatially variable hydraulics using spatial data 
representing natural channel structure, flow is assumed steady and constant over space. 
Furthermore, the transient storage parameters, αSTS, αHTS, YSTS, YHTS, β, and Ygr were set to 
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values within the narrowed bounds presented in Bandaragoda and Neilson [2011] and 
held constant over the entire study reach. Thermal diffusivity, density, and heat capacity 
of the streambed material were set to the values presented in Bingham et al. [2012]. See 
Appendix G for these parameter values and other site description information (e.g., 
streambed slope and flow). Note that the STS and HTS widths are βBtot and Btot(1 – β), 
respectively, and, therefore, change relative to Btot throughout the study reach.  
Because data structure may be important for capturing spatial variability in the 
model representation, we estimated the spatial scale where width estimates are considered 
spatially correlated. Estimating this scale consisted of quantifying the squared differences 
of pairs of width estimates at different separation distances. This produced the 
semivariance at each separation distance. The spatial scale where width estimates are 
considered spatially correlated was determined by where the semivariance approaches the 
overall variance in width estimates (see Appendix G for details). The spatial correlation 
in width estimates was determined through the 25-km study reach. 
Importance of a Representative Reach-Average 
Before looking into the full effects of spatial variability on total stream 
temperature, we examined the sensitivity of the prediction to an appropriate 
representation of reach-averaged hydraulics. Regardless of whether spatial detail is 
necessary in the model representation, this sensitivity illustrates the importance of an 
accurate reach-average channel width estimate (and corresponding depth and velocity) to 
an accurate prediction. Typically, an average width value is based on a limited number of 
spot measurements from the field. To mimic this approach, we extracted all width values 
that fall within one standard deviation of the mean of the observed distribution. This 
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range was selected because trained judgment within a field setting would avoid extremely 
wide or narrow locations. The hydraulic channel property estimates associated with these 
extracted widths were used to make corresponding temperature predictions through the 
25-km study reach. To provide information regarding the sensitivity of stream 
temperature to accurate reach-averaged hydraulic estimates, we computed the absolute 
differences between predictions using the minimum width and those from the other 
observed widths. 
Influence of Spatially Variable Hydraulics on Temperature Predictions 
Next, we look at the influence of spatially variable hydraulics to determine 
whether spatial detail is necessary or if reach averages are sufficient for an accurate 
temperature prediction. Stream temperature predictions were made using the 1-m 
spatially variable hydraulic information with equation (4-9) (hereafter referred to as the 
spatially variable prediction) and compared these to the baseline prediction that used the 
average hydraulics for the entire 25-km study reach. We also investigated the influence of 
spatially variable hydraulics on the boundary condition and channel surface flux terms. 
These influences were quantified by computing the absolute differences between the 
spatially variable and baseline predictions. To further investigate these influences over 
space, we computed the overall ranges of these absolute differences through the study 
reach for the last diel cycle of the three day study period. These ranges are measures of 
how the temperature extremes (i.e., the maximum and minimum temperature values) 
change due to spatially variable hydraulics. Use of the last portion of the simulation 
period excludes contributions from the initial condition terms because they have 
completely decayed by the third day. 
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Because the surface area to volume ratio scales the contribution of the surface 
heat flux to stream temperature in the solution (equations (4-8) and (4-9)), we also 
computed the difference between the spatially variable and baseline surface area to 
volume ratios. Residence times through the study reach are related to these ratios. 
Therefore, the differences between spatially variable and baseline cumulative mean 
residence times were estimated. The cumulative mean residence times, which reflect the 
influence of all of the upstream spatial detail, were approximated from the first temporal 
moment of a residence time distribution that represents the transport of a conservative 
solute through the reach (see Chapter 3 and Appendix F for details). These ratio and 
residence time differences further show how varying hydraulics might impact the stream 
temperature extremes.   
Finally, we test whether the contribution of the boundary condition plays a role in 
the interpretation of which terms are most sensitive to spatial variability and, therefore, 
cause temperature changes. Because total temperature is the sum of all solution terms 
(equation (4-9)), we compare the range in temperature differences (spatially variable – 
baseline) to the corresponding range in the channel surface flux term differences through 
the study reach where the contribution of the boundary condition ranges from 0-100%.  
Reach Segmentation Necessary to Capture Spatial Variability  
With an understanding of the extreme influences of spatial variability (1-m 
hydraulic information) on temperature and some indications of when spatial detail is 
necessary over a reach-average, it is important to determine how best to reasonably 
represent that variability or approximate the reach-average. We vary the number of reach 
segments (k), and, therefore, the reach segment lengths (Δx) representing the continuous 
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study reach and predict temperature for each k using the convolution solution (equation 
(4-9)). Following the reach segmentation procedure from Chapter 3, the value of k was 
varied from 1, 2, …, N and divided the total study reach length (X) into segments of equal 
length for each k (Δxk = X/k). Here, N is the maximum possible number of reach segments 
and X/N = 1 m for this study. For each segmentation (k = 1, 2, …, N), segment-wise 
average widths were estimated from the corresponding 1-m values that fall within each 
reach segment. This was repeated for depth, velocity, and the dispersion coefficient. At 
each number of reach segments k, the absolute differences between the spatially variable 
and baseline predictions were computed again. However, in this case, the spatially 
variable predictions are made with increasing segmentation and the corresponding 
hydraulic estimates (k > 1). The baseline prediction is unchanged, but now denoted by k = 
1. Similarly, we computed the range between the minimum and maximum temperature 
differences for the last diel cycle for each k. The minimum number of reach segments 
where these ranges no longer change with further segmentation should provide the reach 
segment lengths necessary to represent the effects of spatially variable hydraulics.  
Results 
Stream Hydraulics Estimated From Observations 
The widths estimates, Btot(x), within the 25-km study reach are highly variable 
and range from 3-44 m with a reach average of 15.8 m (Figure 4-1A). The 500-m moving 
average of these estimates shows sections that undergo abrupt change and sections that 
are more uniform. The distances where widths are spatially correlated change through the 
reach, ranging from 30-800 m (Figure 4-1B). These values are the separation distances 
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between observed widths where the semivariance is similar to the corresponding overall 
variance in the width estimates, which both change through the reach (see Appendix G 
for details). For example, when the entire 25-km width dataset is considered, width 
estimates less than 800 m apart (separation distance) are spatially correlated. From the 
Btot(x) estimates, Y(x) ranges from 0.11-0.40 m with a reach average of 0.21 m, U(x) 
ranges from 0.21-0.59 m s-1 with a reach average of 0.35 m s-1, and D(x) ranges from 1.7-
152 m2 s-1 with a reach average of 22 m2 s-1. 
Importance of a Representative Reach-Average 
The predicted stream temperature at the end of the study reach (25 km) is clearly 
sensitive to the representation of reach-averaged hydraulics (gray shading in Figure 4-2A 
 
Figure 4-1. (A) Available channel width estimates observed every 1 meter from the 
thermal imagery covering 25 kilometers and the 500-m moving average to show the 
general width structure. (B) The separation distances relative to the boundary condition 
where observed widths are considered spatially correlated through the 25-km study reach. 
For example, if only the first 10 km of width observations are considered, these estimates 
are spatially correlated up to ~380 m apart (see Figure G-2 in Appendix G for details).  
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which represents the range of all predictions based on widths within one standard 
deviation of the observed width distribution mean). The absolute difference between the 
predictions can be larger than 4 oC (Figure 4-2B). This suggests that if a reach-average 
unrealistically represents a channel, the temperature extremes can be significantly 
overestimated or underestimated.  
Influence of Spatially Variable Hydraulics on Temperature Predictions 
The contribution of the boundary condition term persists past the available 25-km 
width dataset (Figure 4-3A). By repeating the dataset, the channel surface flux term 
 
Figure 4-2. Channel width estimates (and the corresponding depth and velocity estimates) 
that fall within one standard deviation of the overall 25-km distribution were treated as 
possible reach-averaged values in each corresponding temperature prediction. (A) Stream 
temperature predictions based on these possible reach-averaged hydraulic channel 
properties. The gray shading represents all predictions using widths in between the 
minimum and maximum values. (B) The absolute differences between all temperature 
predictions and the prediction based on the minimum reach-averaged channel width.  
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eventually controls the majority of the total temperature prediction when the contribution 
of the boundary condition has fully decayed. At this point, the ground conduction and 
STS surface flux terms make up the remaining contributions (see Figure F-2 in Appendix 
F for these term and initial condition term contributions). Because these results are from 
the end of three day study period, the contributions of the initial condition terms have 
fully decayed over this amount of time. The spatially variable and baseline predictions 
had similar relative term contributions; therefore, these results are from the baseline 
prediction. Incorporating the 1-m spatially variable hydraulic information into the 
solution (equation (4-9)) did, however, change the total temperature extremes at 25 km 
(Figure 4-3B). The maximum temperature extreme increased by 1.0 °C (positive 
difference) and the minimum extreme decreased by 0.6 °C (negative difference) (Figure 
4-3C). The channel surface flux term mostly increased and the boundary condition term 
decreased as a result of increasing spatial detail through segmentation.  
The largest range of absolute temperature differences (spatially variable – 
baseline) was ~1.6 °C for the last diel cycle (Figure 4-3C), but is not consistent through 
the reach (Figure 4-4A). The lowest range is ~0.2 °C. However, for the hydraulic 
conditions of this reach, these ranges illustrate that the spatially variable prediction 
consistently has higher maxima and lower minima temperatures than the baseline 
prediction. An increase in each 1-m reach segment surface area to volume ratio generally 
coincides with a larger range of temperature differences; however, a decrease or increase 
in this ratio does not consistently relate to the range of differences (Figure 4-4B). The 
cumulative mean residence time integrates the influences of conditions upstream of a 
point in the study reach. Therefore, an average increase in residence times (positive  
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Figure 4-3. (A) The proportional contribution of the boundary condition and channel 
surface flux terms in equation (4-8) to the total temperature prediction at the end of three 
days over space. Because spatially variable hydraulic information did not substantially 
alter these contributions, we show the contributions estimated from the baseline (reach-
averaged) prediction. See Figure F-2 in Appendix F for the contributions of the initial 
condition and surface transient storage surface flux terms. (B) The total temperature, 
boundary condition term, and channel surface flux term predictions at 25 km. The 
spatially variable prediction (equation (4-9)) incorporates the 1-m hydraulic channel 
property estimates. The baseline prediction uses the averages of those estimates. (C) The 
absolute difference between the spatially variable and baseline predictions of total 
temperature and the boundary condition and channel surface flux terms. To investigate 
these differences over space, the range between the minimum and maximum differences 
for the last diel cycle are compared. This range contains positive and negative 
components. 
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slope) coincides with the greatest range of temperature differences. Conversely, locations 
with decreasing residence times (negative slope) coincide with the smallest range of 
differences. This pattern suggests that total temperature is most sensitive to spatially 
variable hydraulics that translate into relatively large residence times.  
When the boundary condition contribution is large (> 80%), the differences in the  
channel surface flux term does not coincide with the differences in total temperature  
 
Figure 4-4. (A) The range of temperature differences for the last diel cycle between the 
spatially variable and baseline predictions through the study reach (25 km of available 
hydraulic data and repeated to 50 km). This range contains positive and negative 
components (see Figure 4-3C). For the hydraulic conditions of this study, the negative 
component represents a decrease in the temperature minima and the positive component 
represents an increase in the temperature maxima. (B) The difference between the 
spatially variable and baseline surface area to volume ratios and the cumulative mean 
residence time through the reach. The cumulative estimate incorporates all upstream 
spatial detail. Increasing (positive slope) residence times coincide with the highest ranges 
in temperature differences. Conversely, locations with decreasing residence times 
(negative slope) coincide with the smallest ranges. Incorporating spatial detail caused an 
overall increase in the cumulative mean residence time estimate. All lines shown here are 
the 500-m moving averages. 
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caused by incorporating spatially variable hydraulics (Figure 4-5). However, when the 
contribution decays to less than 80%, the difference in total temperature is clearly 
dictated by the difference surface flux term. Therefore, the sensitivity in total temperature 
due to spatial variability is caused primarily by the channel surface flux term. This 
agreement is even clearer once the boundary condition contribution decays to less than 
10% (see Figure 4-3A).  
Reach Segmentation Necessary to Capture Spatial Variability 
Consistent with solute transport (see Chapter 3), the temperature prediction begins 
to converge with further segmentation (i.e., decreasing Δx) at scales coinciding with  
spatial correlation in the width observations (Figure 4-6). For example, considering the  
 
Figure 4-5. Range of absolute differences (spatially variable - baseline) for the last diel 
cycle of total temperature and the channel surface flux term. When the contribution of the 
boundary conditions is greater than 80%, it is not clear whether change in total 
temperature is driven by the channel surface flux term. However, once the contribution 
drops below 80%, the influence of spatial variability in the channel surface flux term 
starts to dictate the change in the total temperature. With less than 10% of the 
contribution remaining, the change in the total temperature amplitude is clearly due to the 
change in the channel surface flux term (also see Figure 4-3A). 
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prediction made at 25 km, width observations are spatially correlated at distances up to 
~800 m (see Figure 4-1B). For Δx to be less than 800 m, k = 30 to represent the 
continuous 25 km reach. The difference in temperature predictions for 30 ≥ k > 1 from 
the baseline prediction (k = 1) appears random, but for k > 30, begins to overlay each  
other with further segmentation (Figure 4-6A). Consistently, the change in the negative 
 
Figure 4-6. (A) Stream temperature prediction at the downstream end of the 25-km study 
reach for varying segmentation (k = 1, 2, …, N). The black line is the prediction based on 
reach-averaged hydraulics (baseline prediction for k = 1) and the light grey lines 
represent the prediction for 30 ≥ k > 1. Note that at 25-km, the observed widths are 
spatially correlated at distances of ~800 m (see Figure 4-1B). Therefore, 30 segments 
results in a Δx < 800 m. The dark grey lines represent prediction for k > 30. (B) The 
range of absolute temperature differences for the last diel cycle for k > 1 from the 
baseline prediction (k = 1). This range contains positive and negative components that 
represent higher maxima and lower minima, respectively (see Figure 4-3C). The distance 
where widths are spatially correlated is shown by the vertical black line. The prediction 
begins to converge at reach segment lengths coinciding with spatial correlation. 
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and positive components of the range of absolute temperature differences begins to 
converge at reach segment lengths that coincide with distances of spatial correlation 
(vertical black line in Figure 4-6B). Therefore, this number of reach segments (k > 30) 
provides the segment lengths necessary (Δx < 800 m) to capture spatially variable 
hydraulics in the temperature prediction made at 25 km. 
Discussion  
Although some studies have indicated that the stream temperature amplitude is 
related to hydraulic characteristics [e.g., Arscott et al., 2001; Gu et al., 1998; Gu and Li, 
2002], the influence of spatially variable hydraulics on a temperature model is still 
ambiguous. Typically, temperature model applications represent hydraulics with reach 
averages [e.g., Bandaragoda and Neilson, 2011; Gooseff et al., 2005b; Neilson et al., 
2010a]. If a reach-average is used, we show that representing the true average is critical. 
For this study, misrepresentation can lead to over 4 °C uncertainty in the prediction 
(Figure 4-2). When spatial detail is considered, we found that temperature predictions are 
most sensitive to spatially variable hydraulics that translate into higher residence times 
(Figure 4-4). Consistent with Gu et al. [1998] and Link et al. [2013], we found that 
change in the amplitude was less sensitive under faster velocities and deeper depths that 
correspond with lower residence times. In all cases, we observed that incorporating 
spatial detail overall increased the estimate of residence time, which resulted in increased 
maximum and decreased minimum stream temperatures. For this study, the range of 
absolute temperature differences (change in the temperature extremes) varied from 0.2-
1.6 °C (Figure 4-4). However, whether spatial detail is necessary or if a reach-average is 
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sufficient depends on modeling objectives. For example, spatial detail may be critical to 
predict stress on ecological health because the transition from optimal and lethal 
temperatures can be sensitive to only a few degrees [e.g., Kelleher et al., 2012; Poole and 
Berman, 2001]. Conversely, if the objective is to provide coarser temporal (e.g., daily and 
seasonal trends) and spatial scale (e.g., network or watershed scales) stream temperatures, 
spatial detail may be less important [e.g., Webb et al., 2008]. If spatial variability is 
considered, it can be represented by reach segmentation that produces segment lengths 
coinciding with spatial correlation in channel widths (Figure 4-6). This study does 
illustrate that high-resolution observations are necessary to determine the spatial 
correlation structure for a study reach.  
In temperature modeling, the boundary condition is a continuous, dynamic signal 
influencing predictions and, therefore, can overwhelm the influences of the fluxes at the 
air-water and water-streambed interfaces (Figure 4-3). If these fluxes are overwhelmed, it 
is difficult to understand which components of the model are most sensitive to spatial 
variability. While numerical modeling techniques can provide the overall temperature 
response from the sum of individual fluxes [e.g., Bandaragoda and Neilson, 2011], they 
provide a limited understanding of the boundary condition influence [Heavilin and 
Neilson, 2012]. The semi-analytical solution developed in this chapter isolates the 
independent contributions of the boundary condition and fluxes at the stream interfaces 
(equations (4-8)-(4-9)). Because fluxes at the air-water interface are typically the 
dominant controls in streams, the term representing the surface fluxes was most sensitive 
to spatial variability. However, this could not be recognized at stream locations where the 
boundary condition contribution was large (Figure 4-5). Furthermore, knowledge of the 
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boundary condition contribution is necessary to ensure that data used for calibration 
techniques are collected at appropriate distances downstream [Heavilin and Neilson, 
2012]. For example, if data are collected at a location where the boundary condition 
contribution is large, these data will be nearly analogous to the boundary condition and, 
therefore, not representative of fluxes controlling stream temperature. Although the 
individual terms and influence of spatial variability can be isolated, there are some 
limitations to this semi-analytical solution technique. While reasonable for the conditions 
of this study, a required assumption is that wind speed and flow are steady. If such 
dynamics are important, either a more complicated solution technique (i.e., through 
further transformations) similar to Kumar et al. [2010] or numerical modeling would be 
required. 
Following an understanding of the influence of spatially variable hydraulics on 
stream temperature, other processes influenced by small scale hydraulic variations should 
be considered in future modeling work. For example, some factors relevant to stream 
temperature not addressed in our study include light attenuation, thermal stratification, 
and groundwater and tributary inputs. Similar to surface fluxes, light attenuation and 
thermal stratification depend on water depths and velocities [Arscott et al., 2001; Merck 
and Neilson, 2012]. Additionally, changing discharge due to inputs (surface or 
subsurface) can also significantly affect stream temperature [Briggs et al., 2012; 
Cardenas et al., 2014; Constantz, 1998]. However, spatial estimates of hydraulic changes 
can be critical in capturing the associated stream temperature response. Even though bed 
conduction and STS and HTS processes were considered within this study, the influences 
on stream temperature are also known to be driven by the local hydraulic conditions 
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[Sawyer et al., 2012; Swanson and Cardenas, 2010; Wondzell, 2011]. For example, 
although bed conduction influences are a function of streambed material, the water-
streambed interface area is a function of local hydraulics (e.g., velocity, depth, and width) 
[Hondzo and Stefan, 1994]. Hyporheic exchange is also a function of streambed material, 
but is driven by the pressure gradients caused by stream hydraulics [e.g., Buffington and 
Tonina, 2009; Stonedahl et al., 2010].  
If the smaller scale influences of these processes are of interest in temperature 
modeling applications, estimating parameters that effectively represent these influences 
would require development of new approaches. Inverse tracer techniques are common for 
estimating parameters in transient storage modeling. The major concern with these 
techniques is that corresponding estimates often provide indirect physical meaning 
concerning transport processes [e.g., Marion et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2010]. Ambiguity 
in meaning casts doubt on the implications of transient storage on instream solute and 
temperature responses. Others have shown promise regarding better representation of 
STS and HTS residence times through scaling parameters with hydraulics [Jackson et al., 
2013; O’Connor et al., 2010]. However, such scaling techniques have only been applied 
to solute transport and tested at small reach scales. The framework presented in this 
chapter to estimate and incorporate detailed hydraulic information may provide the 
foundation to expand parameter scaling techniques over longer reach scales and in the 
context of heat transfer. Applying such techniques along with other methods [e.g., 
Bingham et al., 2012] would allow for better parameter estimation. Furthermore, there are 
other approaches to narrow parameter space by using both temperature and solute as 
tracers in multiobjective calibration procedures [e.g., Bandaragoda and Neilson, 2011; 
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Naranjo et al., 2012]. Convolution approaches for semi-analytical solute (see Chapter 3) 
and temperature solutions may provide a way to incorporate necessary detail and apply 
such calibration techniques while avoiding numerical pitfalls such as instability or 
truncation error.  
Through a combination of data collection, parameter estimation, and solution 
techniques, a more thorough understanding of key controlling factors for improving 
predictive capabilities of heat and solute transport is possible. This chapter provides a 
fundamental step to look at the influence of spatially variable hydraulics on a temperature 
prediction together with the individual contributions of different solution terms. This 
approach of incorporating spatial influences may allow for an enhanced understanding of 
the effects of proposed hydraulic alterations (e.g., stream restoration) on stream 
temperature because the model components most sensitive to such changes can be 
isolated. 
Conclusions 
In this chapter, we use a semi-analytical solution approach to determine the 
influence of spatially variable hydraulics on a temperature prediction while considering 
individual solution terms the represent transport of the initial conditions, boundary 
condition, channel surface fluxes, and ground conduction. In particular, with an 
understanding of the boundary condition contribution, it was clear that the term 
representing channel surface fluxes was most sensitive to spatially variable hydraulics. 
Hydraulic conditions that translated into larger residence times coincided with the largest 
effects on the temperature extremes. Conversely, the smallest influences on temperature 
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occurred under the lowest residence times. However, in all cases, incorporating spatial 
detail into the model increased the range between stream temperature extremes due to an 
overall increase in the residence time. Increased residence times reflected larger surface 
area to volume ratios of a wider, shallower channel. The importance of spatial variability 
depends on modeling objectives. If a reach-average is considered sufficient, we showed 
that misrepresenting this average can result in at least 4 °C uncertainty in the temperature 
prediction. If spatial detail is considered, the change in temperature was at most 1.6 °C 
due to spatially variable hydraulics. To incorporate spatially variable hydraulics into the 
model representation, only the number of reach segments that capture the spatial 
correlation in width estimates is necessary. With this approach, it is possible to determine 
whether spatial detail related to stream hydraulics is important to support accurate 
temperature predictions and how best to represent that detail. 
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 CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS 
The common goal in transient storage model applications is to represent important 
solute and heat transport processes. Because these processes are heterogeneous and 
difficult to measure in stream systems, there is a need to assess and improve the 
representativeness of such models. Through the development and use of semi-analytical 
solutions, this dissertation examines how the parameters and model components represent 
a stream system and how best to establish reach segment lengths that capture the 
variability in hydraulics (as defined by the channel width, depth, and velocity) in the one-
dimensional model representation. This work advances ways to ultimately better 
represent stream systems with transient storage models and improve solute and 
temperature predictions over long reach scales. This dissertation specifically provides an 
efficient parameter sensitivity analysis method (Chapter 2), an approach to capture 
variable hydraulics in solute predictions (Chapter 3), and a solution to isolate individual 
model terms and capture variable hydraulics in temperature predictions (Chapter 4). 
In Chapter 2, the moment solutions combined with a fuzzy number sensitivity 
analysis were sufficient to determine the relative influence of each storage parameter. 
This is an efficient approach because model simulations are not required and fuzzy 
numbers provide a way to represent parameter uncertainty with limited prior knowledge. 
By holding the hydraulics constant, representing storage volumes was critical for accurate 
predictions. This sensitivity analysis method can also be used to determine whether a 
one-zone representation of transient storage is sufficient or if two zones are warranted.  
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It is well known that hydraulic conditions influence transient storage residence 
times. While other studies have inferred the effects of spatially variable hydraulics (e.g., 
longitudinal mean velocity) on solute transport modeling, Chapter 3 illustrated the 
smallest reach scales necessary to capture the effects of this variability on predictions. 
Starting with distributions of channel properties related to stream hydraulics (width, 
depth, velocity, and dispersion) derived from high-resolution imagery, changes in 
predictions were found to diminish at segment lengths equivalent to distances where 
channel properties were spatially correlated. Changes in the moment estimates also began 
to diminish at the same segment lengths. However, it is currently unclear if data structure 
and spatial correlation will always correspond to the same reach scales necessary for 
transient storage modeling. 
In Chapter 4, the influence of spatially variable hydraulics on a temperature 
prediction was determined while considering individual solution terms that represent 
contributions of the initial conditions, boundary condition, channel surface fluxes, and 
ground conduction. With an understanding of the boundary condition contribution, it was 
clear that the term representing channel surface fluxes was most sensitive to spatially 
variable hydraulics. Hydraulic conditions that translated into larger residence times 
coincided with the largest effects on the temperature extremes. Conversely, the smallest 
influences on temperature occurred under the lowest residence times. However, 
incorporating spatial detail into the model caused an increase in range between 
temperature extremse due to an overall increase in the residence time. Consistent with 
solute transport, changes in stream temperature predictions were found to diminish at 
segment lengths equivalent to scales of spatial correlation. 
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 CHAPTER 6
ENGINEERING SIGNIFICANCE 
An understanding of how streams function in regards to the fate and transport of 
solutes and heat is necessary to inform policy and management of water resources. While 
field-based observations are critical in building this understanding, models are required to 
link together the mechanisms that theoretically represent the overall function. Therefore, 
through both data collection and modeling techniques, predicting how stream ecology 
and water quality will respond to change (e.g., restoration, pollutant loading, climate 
change, or water diversions) is potentially possible. However, common among all stream 
model applications, appropriately representing the dominant mechanisms is difficult 
primarily due to the inherent heterogeneity and dynamic nature of streams. Specific to 
transient storage models that are widely used to make reach scale predictions of one-
dimensional solute and heat transport, it is still unclear whether retention processes 
should be represented by one or two storage zones. Although recent research has 
suggested that more realistic representation of these processes may be possible with more 
hydraulic information (e.g., measurements of stream depth and velocity), the role of 
spatially variable hydraulics in reach scale predictions was uncertain. For example, prior 
to this dissertation, it was not well understood how best to establish reach segments 
lengths in the model representation that capture the effects of that variability.  
Through the development of semi-analytical solutions to transient storage models, 
this dissertation advances stream research by illustrating when a more complicated two-
zone representation might be warranted. Furthermore, it shows when spatially variable 
hydraulic information may be important to consider and how to best represent that 
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information in the one-dimensional model. For example, spatially variable hydraulics that 
translate into lower stream residence times may significantly impact a temperature 
prediction. While the temperature solution allows for isolating the effects of spatial 
variability, is also allows for the isolation of the model components most sensitive to 
such variability. Therefore, use of this solution can provide an enhanced understanding of 
the effects of proposed hydraulic alterations (e.g., stream restoration) to stream 
temperature. This dissertation also provides information to incorporate the effects of 
spatially variable hydraulics into a transient storage model with the fewest measurements 
possible. For example, while reach segment lengths that capture spatial correlation are 
necessary to represent variability, only a very coarse number of segments are required to 
capture that correlation.  
Although there are many other types of variability potentially important to 
consider in transient storage modeling that may require more detailed surface and 
subsurface two or three-dimensional modeling approaches, this dissertation provides a 
step towards improving the representation of stream function by incorporating 
longitudinally variable hydraulics over long reach scales. By appropriately accounting for 
some of the complexities in stream systems and reducing parameter uncertainty, water 
quality response to changes in channel geometry and flow can be more accurately 
anticipated at these spatial scales. This dissertation advances the understanding of what 
stream characteristics are most important to capture and how best to capture those 
characteristics in reach scale predictions of solute concentrations and stream temperature. 
These advancements allow for future efforts that focus on processes that control water 
quality and ecological health.  
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 CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Significant advancements in how best to represent the fate and transport of solute 
and heat in streams are presented in this dissertation. In Chapter 2, hydraulics were held 
constant to isolate the sensitivity of transient storage parameters and determine whether 
the moment solutions were sufficient to represent that sensitivity. Because these moment 
solutions were sufficient, the next step would be to apply the moment solutions presented 
in Chapter 3 that account for spatial variability to this approach. By representing the 
effects of variable hydraulics with these solutions, better isolation of the sensitivity of 
storage parameters may be possible.  
Building on Chapter 3, where the effects of longitudinal, spatially variable 
hydraulics (i.e., channel width, depth, and velocity) are captured in a solute prediction, 
the next step would require consideration of other variability relevant to transient storage 
(e.g., stream permeability and geomorphic features). This step may be necessary to better 
scale transient storage parameters with stream hydraulics over longer reach and network 
scales. Furthermore, additional information such as surface storage widths and sinuosity 
could be extracted from the imagery to also support these techniques. By looking at the 
amount of detail required to represent the hydraulics, it was recognized that incorporating 
more detail into the prediction increased the variance or spread of the solute prediction. 
Because this result has been observed by others (e.g., including detail at a network scale), 
it is recommended that more research be focused towards investigating the mechanisms 
that produce variance. Although a connection between spatial correlation in observations 
and convergence in the solution was identified, this approach needs to be applied to other 
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systems with different channel structure to test if this connection is consistent across 
systems. If there is consistency, this could potentially simplify methods to capture 
variability in modeling approaches. 
Based on an understanding of the role of longitudinal, spatially variable 
hydraulics in temperature modeling presented in Chapter 4, other processes influenced by 
hydraulics should be considered in future research. For example, if these techniques are 
applied to stream systems with turbid water or very high residence time pools, light 
attenuation and thermal stratification may be important in the model representation. It is 
also recommended that this temperature modeling approach be applied under different 
flow conditions and to other stream systems with large groundwater inputs. By applying 
this approach to other systems and flows, a more general understanding of the role of 
hydraulics might be identified. For example, if working in a system where groundwater 
inputs control stream temperature or if the hydraulic conditions translate into low 
residence times, spatial considerations may be less important or negligible. Because 
incorporating spatial detail in this study increased the range between temperature 
extremes, it is important to test if this pattern occurs for different systems and flows.  
While the solute and heat transport approaches should be considered in other 
stream systems, it is recommended to collect solute and temperature data at more 
locations throughout the study reach. Because others have used both temperature and 
solute data to successfully calibrate model parameters, collecting these data at more 
locations would build on this dissertation by testing which data may be necessary to 
identify transient storage parameters spatially. To research methods of scaling transient 
storage parameters with hydraulics over long reach scales, more locations of tracer 
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observations would be necessary to corroborate model predictions. Furthermore, while 
modeling approaches of solute and heat transport need to consider the simplest 
representation sufficient to capture dominant processes, there is a need to test whether 
one-dimensional representations of spatial variable hydraulics are appropriate 
simplifications. Therefore, it is recommended that three-dimensional solute and heat 
transport models coupled with hydraulic routing should be compared to these one-
dimensional representations. This comparison would further inform the spatial detail 
necessary to capture the hydraulics in predictions of solute concentrations and stream 
temperature. To support a three-dimensional model, high-resolution spatial data would be 
required. With advancements in remote sensing and topographic surveying, such data are 
attainable.  
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Derivation of Solute Transport and Temporal Moment Solutions 
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The initial concentrations are, 0)0,()0,()0,(  txCtxCtxC HTSSTS , 
with a time-dependent concentration type (Dirichlet) upper boundary condition, 
)(),0( tgtxC  , and solutions are bounded, .0),(  txC  Taking the Laplace 
transform,  
0
),()},({ dttxfetxf stL , we arrive at the ordinary differential equation in s 
(Laplace variable), 
   CCCCC
dx
dUC
dx
dDxCsxCs HTSSTS  212
2
)0,(),(  ,        (A-1) 
and similarly for the associated equations for the transient storage zones (equations (2-2) 
and (2-3)) yields 
 STSSTSSTS CCxCsxCs  3)0,(),(  ,                               (A-2) 
 HTSHTSHTS CCxCsxCs  4)0,(),(  ,                              (A-3) 
where )},({),( txCsxC L . Refer to Chapter 2 for 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 . Rearranging 
equations (A-2) and (A-3) for STSC  and HTSC  in terms of C  and applying the initial 
conditions (equation (2-4)) we have  
C
s
CSTS )( 3
3


 ,                                              (A-4) 
C
s
CHTS )( 4
4


 .                                               (A-5) 
By substitution we arrive at a second-order, linear, homogeneous ordinary differential 
equation, 
0)(2
2
 CsC
dx
dUC
dx
dD  ,                                   (A-6) 
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where 



 )()()( 4
42
3
31
21 



ss
ss . The general solution is 
   )(42exp¢ 2 sDUUDxC  .                               (A-7) 
Using the Laplace transformed boundary condition, )(sg , to solve for ¢, the solution to 
the solute component of the TZTS model (equation (2-1)) is 
   )(42exp)( 2 sDUUDxsgC  .                            (A-8) 
The governing equations to the 2-SZ model can be written as [Choi et al., 2000; 
Briggs et al., 2009] 
   CCCC
x
C
A
Q
x
CD
t
C
HTSSZHTSSTSSZSTS 



 2,2,2
2
 ,           (A-9)
 
 STS
STS
SZSTS
STS CC
A
A
dt
dC  2, ,                                 (A-10)
 
 HTS
HTS
SZHTS
HTS CC
A
A
dt
dC  2, .                                (A-11) 
where SZSTS 2,  is the exchange rate coefficient between the MC and the STS zone (T-1); 
SZHTS 2,  is the exchange rate coefficient between the MC and HTS zone (T-1); and A, 
ASTS, and AHTS are the MC, STS, and HTS cross-sectional areas (L2), respectively (see 
Figure A-1 for conceptual formulations of the 2-SZ and TZTS models). 
By similar method, the solutions in the Laplace domain to the 2-SZ model are 
   )(42exp)( 2 sDUUDxsgC  ,                           (A-12) 
 CsCSTS 1
1


 ,                                             (A-13) 
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Figure A-1. Conceptual formulation of (A) the 2-SZ solute transport model based on 
cross-sectional areas of the MC, STS, and HTS zones (modified from Briggs et al. 
[2009]); and of (B) the TZTS transport model based on zonal widths and depths 
(modified from Neilson et al. [2010a, 2010b]). The gray shading highlights the  
conceptual differences between the 2-SZ and TZTS transport models.  
 CsCHTS 2
2


 ,                                             (A-14) 
where     






2
22,
1
12,
2,2,)( 



ss
ss SZHTSSZSTSSZHTSSZSTS , 
STS
SZSTS A
A
 2,1  , 
and 
HTS
SZHTS A
A
 2,2  .  
Because the 2-SZ and TZTS models are derived from the same concepts, we 
relate the parameters through equations (A-15) and (A-16) to provide a means for direct 
comparison. Assuming each zone is rectangular, the zonal cross-sectional areas 
perpendicular to main stream flow of the MC, STS, and HTS zones are 
BYYBA tot  )1(  , 
STSSTSSTStotSTS YBYBA   , and 
HTSHTStotHTS BYYBA  )1(  .                                   (A-15) 
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The relationships between the exchange coefficients are [Neilson et al., 2010a] 
YBB
Y
STS
STSSTS
SZSTS
 2, , 
and 
YYHTS
HTS
SZHTS
 2, .                                             (A-16) 
The kth temporal moment can be expressed as higher order derivatives of the 
normalized solution in the Laplace domain evaluated at s = 0 [Aris, 1958], 




0
0
),(][),()1( dtttxctE
s
sxcn kk
s
k
k
k
k ,                       (A-17) 
where CnxsCsxc ,0/),(),(  , )0()0,(,0  sgsxCn C  is the zeroth temporal 
moment of ),( sxC  and area under the inflow solute breakthrough curve, E[…] denotes 
the expected value of random variable t representing residence times, ),()},({ txcsxc -1L , 
 0 ),(/),(),( dttxCtxCtxc  is the solute residence time probability density function 
denoted by a lower case c, and 1),(
0
 dttxc . This normalization is necessary because 
temporal moments are based on concepts from probability theory [e.g., Schmid, 2003; 
Wörman, 2000]. The only requirements to equation (A-17) are that the governing 
equations be linear with time invariant coefficients [e.g., Leube et al., 2012].  
The temporal moments were derived using equation (A-17) for the MC (equation 
(A-8)), STS (equation (A-4)), and HTS (equation (A-5)) solutions normalized by Cn ,0  to 
ultimately arrive at the closed form solutions of the mean, t  (T), variance, 2t  (T2), 
third central moment, St (T3), and fourth central moment, Kt (T4). The mean is the 
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centroid of the solute residence time probability density function and provides an 
estimate of mean residence time from an Eulerian perspective. The variance describes the 
temporal spread of that distribution about the mean. The third and fourth central moments 
are related to the formal statistical definitions of skewness, 3/ ttS   (dimensionless), and 
kurtosis, 4/ ttK   (dimensionless), respectively. Skewness is a measure of symmetry 
about the mean where increasing values indicate decreasing symmetry and a heavier 
weighted tail (falling limb). Increasing values of kurtosis suggest an increasing tendency 
(probability) for extreme values from the mean. 
The t , 2t , St, and Kt were derived as [e.g., Riml and Wörman, 2011; Schmid, 
2003]  
1nt  ,                                                     (A-18)
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2
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2
tt nnnm   ,                                    (A-19)
   32331121233 33 tttt nnnnnnmS   ,                     (A-20) 
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2
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46
346
ttttt
t
Sn
nnnnnnnnnnnmK
 
 ,         (A-21) 
where   0 ))(,(])[( dtttxctEm ktktk   is the kth temporal moment centered about 
the mean (i.e., central moment). To arrive at these central moments, we derive closed 
form solutions to the temporal moments.  
 The zeroth temporal moments ( 0n ) are unity due to the normalization, 
1
0000
  sHTSsSTSs cccn ,                                (A-22) 
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which are equivalent to the integral of a solute probability density function in the original 
state space, 1),(
0
0
0   dtttxcn . The first temporal moments ( 1n ) are 

U
xxnn )0(11 ,                                           (A-23) 
3
1,1
1
 nn STS ,                                               (A-24) 
4
1,1
1
 nn HTS ,                                               (A-25) 
where )0(1 xn  is the first temporal moment originating from the boundary condition 
and 
Y
Y
YB
BY HTSSTSSTS  11
4
2
3
1



 . The second temporal moments ( 2n ) are 
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2
2
2 2)0( nU
D
U
xxn t 

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STSSTS nnn ,1
3
2,2
2
 ,                                           (A-27) 
HTSHTS nnn ,1
4
2,2
2
 ,                                          (A-28) 
where  2122 )0()0()0(  xnxnxt  is the variance originating from the boundary 
condition and 
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STSSTS
Y
Y
YB
BY
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

 33
2
4
2
2
3
1  . The third temporal moments ( 3n ) are
 
   31121234223 3226)0( nnnnUDUDUxxSn t   ,       (A-29) 
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3,3
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HTSHTS nnn ,2
4
3,3
3
 ,                                          (A-31) 
where  31213 )0()0()0(3)0()0(  xnxxnxnxS tt  is the third central 
moment originating from the boundary condition and 
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1
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

  . The fourth temporal moments ( 4n ) are 
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where    4112124 )0()0()0(4)0()0(6)0()0(  xnxnxSxnxxnxK ttt   is 
the fourth central moment originating from the boundary condition and
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Constraints and Model Parameter Ranges for Sensitivity Analyses 
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 Choi et al. [2000] describe solute residence time in a transient storage 
compartment relative to the main channel (MC) by  
A
At Ss  ,                                                       (B-1) 
where AS is the cross-sectional area of a storage compartment (m2),   is the first-order 
exchange coefficient (s-1), A is the cross-sectional area of the MC stream flow (m2), and 
the subscript S designates a storage zone. This residence time has two components 
referred to as the storage capacity, AS, and the exchange flux [Harvey et al., 1996],  
Aqs  .                                                       (B-2) 
Using these relationships for a typical stream system, Choi et al. discriminated between 
cases when a one-zone transient storage model (TSM) effectively characterizes dominant 
storage processes and when a two-zone TSM is the more suitable option. This was done 
by examining the residence time ( tR ) and exchange flux ratios ( qR ) between the two 
storage compartments. We use a similar approach to highlight the utility of the closed 
form moment solutions to estimate the relative influence of parameters contributing to 
transient storage.  
While Choi et al. based their analysis on two arbitrary storage compartments, we 
start by designating these as STS and HTS zones because a distinction between STS and 
HTS parameters is important as evidenced by differing fates of solutes [Stewart et al., 
2011] and heat in each zone [Neilson et al., 2010a, 2010b]. Residence times of the STS 
and HTS zones are estimated using the TZTS model parameterization,  
STS
STS
STS
Bt 
2
 ,                                                    (B-3) 
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HTS
HTS
HTS
Yt 
2
 .                                                    (B-4) 
The corresponding STS and HTS exchange fluxes are  
STS
STS
STSSTS B
Yq  ,                                                (B-5) 
HTS
HTSHTS Y
Bq  .                                               (B-6) 
Residence time ratios are calculated to indicate the relative proportion of STS and HTS 
influences. When STSHTS tt   and HTSSTS qq  , the residence time ratio is defined by 
equation (2-9) in Chapter 2. Conversely, when STSHTS tt   and HTSSTS qq  , the residence 
time ratio is defined, 
HTSHTS q
STSSTS
HTS
HTS
STS
STSSTS
HTS
STS
HTS
t RYB
BY
q
q
YB
BY
t
tR  .                           (B-7) 
where 
HTSq
R  is the associated exchange flux ratio. 
Choi et al. [2000] observed that parameter combinations resulting in 5tR  
implied comparable exchange fluxes and storage capacities between the two storage 
zones. These conditions are considered additive (Case I). They further observed that a 
resulting 5tR implied either competing (Case II) or dominant (Case III) storage 
conditions. Under competing conditions between the two zones, the proportions of 
exchange flux and storage capacity driving transient storage were essentially reciprocals 
of one another. Under dominant conditions, transient storage was driven by both the 
exchange flux and storage capacity of a single zone.  Based on these findings, we can 
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generalize STS and HTS conditions for each case. For storage conditions where 
STSHTS tt   (equation (2-9)), these generalizations are: 
1) Case I (additive) as 5
STSt
R ,  
2) Case II (competitive) as 5
STSt
R , HTSSTS qq  , and STSSTSHTS YBBY  , and 
3) Case III (dominant) as 5
STSt
R , HTSSTS qq  , and STSSTSHTS YBBY  . 
For storage conditions where STSHTS tt   (equation (B-7)), these generalizations are: 
1) Case I (additive) as 5
HTSt
R ,  
2) Case II (competitive) as 5
HTSt
R , HTSSTS qq  , and STSSTSHTS YBBY  , and 
3) Case III (dominant) as 5
HTSt
R , HTSSTS qq  , and STSSTSHTS YBBY  . 
Although both Case II and III correspond to conditions where the residence time ratio is 
greater than 5, Choi et al. found that for all parameter combinations satisfying Case II, 
the proportionality of the exchange flux ratio to the residence time ratio was greater than 
3/5.  
 To provide an example of the utility of central moment solutions to reflect the 
relative influence of each storage parameter on the transport solution, we use the 
constraints established for Case I and set arbitrary constraints for a reasonable illustration 
of Case III. For STSHTS tt  , these Case III constraints are: 
 1) 50
STSt
R , and  
 2) 
5
3
STS
STS
t
q
R
R
.  
For STSHTS tt  , these Case III constraints are: 
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1) 50
HTSt
R , and  
 2) 
5
3
HTS
HTS
t
q
R
R
.  
We establish TZTS model storage parameter ranges that are comparable to Choi et al. 
[2000] and use these ranges as bounds in Latin hypercube sampling. Because there can be 
many combinations of widths and depths that correspond to the same cross-sectional area 
(Figure B-1A), we start with assuming the MC width, B, is 2 m. We base this on values 
presented in Wagner and Harvey [1997] for a typical stream similar to Choi et al. 
Assuming that both SZSTS 2,  and SZHTS 2,  and both STSA  and HTSA  of the 2-SZ model 
have the same ranges of 1E-5 to 1E-3 and 0.1 to 2.0, respectively, the ranges of the HTS 
depth and exchange coefficient are determined, 
B
AY HTSHTS   and YYHTSSZHTSHTS  2, .                              (B-8) 
The total channel width is assumed less than 5 m [Wagner and Harvey, 1997] making 
maximum BSTS equal to 3 m. Based on this assumption, ranges of YSTS that satisfy the two 
possible combinations of ASTS = 0.1 or 2.0 m2 are established (Figure B-1B). This 
provides estimates of STS  using equation (B-8) because the SZSTS 2,  range is defined. 
With these overall parameter ranges and applying constraints for Case I and Case III, we 
arrive at the TZTS model storage parameter ranges that are related to the 2-SZ model 
storage parameters (Table B-1).  
With these ranges (Table B-1), triangular fuzzy numbers are constructed to 
represent distributions of each storage parameter. Here, nine levels of membership (i.e.,  
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Figure B-1. (A) Combinations of main channel (MC) widths, B, and depths, Y, that 
equate to a cross-sectional area of 1 m2. The B was set at an arbitrary 2 m that results in a 
MC depth of 0.5 m. (B) Combinations of surface transient storage (STS) widths, BSTS, 
and depths, YSTS, that satisfy the STS cross-sectional area 0.1 < ASTS < 2.0 m2 and BSTS < 3 
m. The maximum BSTS was set by assuming the total channel width does not exceed 5 m, 
which provides an estimate of maximum YSTS. The minimum BSTS and YSTS were set 
arbitrarily that satisfy a ASTS of 0.1 m2. These bounds are used within Latin hypercube  
sampling to generate possible parameter combinations.  
plausibility) are used. Figure B-2A shows an example of the parameter triangular fuzzy 
numbers used in Case I. With the general transformation method proposed by Hanss 
[2002; 2005], we arrive at relative influences of each parameter on the central moment 
solutions by essentially normalizing the resulting fuzzy numbers for the central moments 
by the parameter fuzzy numbers. An example of these resulting central moment fuzzy 
numbers is shown in Figure B-2B. 
The 2-SZ model parameter ranges were derived from the TZTS parameter ranges 
(equations (A-15) and (A-16)) and were also used with the fuzzy number sensitivity 
analysis. Under both additive case conditions ( STSHTS tt   and STSHTS tt  ), each parameter 
has nearly equal influence on the 2t , tS , and tK  (Figures B-3A and B-3C). These 
results are attributed to comparable exchange fluxes and storage capacities between the  
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Table B-1. TZTS and 2-SZ parameter ranges comparable to values presented in Choi et 
al. [2000] for a typical stream used to estimate parameter ranges for cases where two 
storage zone processes are additive (Case I) and dominant (Case III). These cases are 
separated into conditions where either HTS residence time is greater than STS residence 
time ( STSHTS tt  ) or STS residence time is greater than HTS residence time ( STSHTS tt  ). 
These ranges are then used to construct fuzzy numbers for the sensitivity analysis.   
   2-SZ and 
Range and 
values from or STSHTS tt    STSHTS tt   
TZTS comparable to I III I III 
  Parameter Choi et al. Additive Dominant Additive Dominant 
Fu
zz
y 
nu
m
be
rs
 
 
αSTS (m2 s-1) (5.9-450)E-5 (1.4-45)E-4 (7.1-41)E-4 (1.8-45)E-4 (2.9-42)E-4 
αHTS (m2 s-1) (2.5-5000)E-7 (5.5-498)E-6 (5.2-26)E-6 (4.7-500)E-6 (1.1-4.9)E-4 
YSTS (m) 0.13-0.67 0.13-0.67 0.19-0.41 0.15-0.67 0.32-0.67 
YHTS (m) 0.05-1.0 0.14-1.0 0.75-0.97 0.07-1.0 0.05-0.18 
BSTS (m) 0.77-3.0 0.77-3.0 0.79-1.4 0.77-3.0 1.4-3.0 
αSTS,2-SZ (s-1) (1.0-100)E-5 (2.4-100)E-5 (1.8-14)E-4 (3.6-98)E-5 (6.6-94)E-5 
αHTS,2-SZ (s-1) (1.0-100)E-5 (7.9-99)E-5 (1.4-5.4)E-5 (1.3-10)E-4 (4.4-5.4)E-3 
ASTS (m2) 0.1-2.0 0.1-1.99 0.15-0.70 0.12-1.99 0.58-1.89 
AHTS (m2) 0.1-2.0 0.28-2.0 1.50-1.94 0.14-1.99 0.11-0.34 
Se
t P
ar
am
et
er
s 
A (m2) 1.0 
Q (m3 s-1) 0.08 
D (m2 s-1) 0.4 
x (m) 150 
B (m) 2.0 
Y (m) 0.5 
 
STS and HTS zones. When exchange flux and storage capacity of a single zone drive 
transient storage, the cross-sectional area has the highest measure of sensitivity on the 
2
t , tS , and tK  (Figures B-3B and B-3D). These results of the dominant case examples 
are similar to those found by Wagner and Harvey [1997] where the storage capacity 
(represented by the cross-sectional area) of a one-zone TSM had the highest sensitivity 
on an instream solute prediction. These results on the moments are not consistent with the 
influence on the solute prediction. 
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Figure B-2. (A) An example of triangular fuzzy numbers representing the TZTS storage 
parameters (YSTS, YHTS, and BSTS in m) used in the additive case with nine levels of 
membership. Central tendency within these intervals is assumed. (B) An example of the 
resulting fuzzy numbers for the moment solutions (mean (μt), variance (σt2), third central  
moment (St), and fourth central moment (Kt)). 
Given a set of reasonable parameter combinations used to describe transient 
storage conditions in a stream system of interest, this fuzzy number approach can add 
clarity to the relative influence of each parameter on the central moment solutions and 
key parameters related to solute predictions. This also can help determine when to use a 
one-zone or two-zone TSM because additive or dominant storage conditions (such as 
those illustrated in Figures B-3 and 2-1) can rely on a one-zone approach while other 
circumstances will likely require a two-zone approach. Additionally, by comparing 
sensitivity results of two different two-zone TSM parameterizations, we can see that 
parameterization influences the importance of various parameters. 
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Figure B-3. A fuzzy number sensitivity analysis to estimate the relative influence of each 
2-SZ model storage parameter on the solute residence time probability density function 
(c(x,t)) and the moment solutions (mean ( t ), variance ( 2t ), third central moment (St), 
and fourth central moment (Kt)). These results illustrate additive (Case I) and dominant 
(Case III) storage conditions. These two cases are illustrated separately for when HTS 
residence time is greater than STS residence time ( STSHTS tt  ) and when STS residence 
time is greater than HTS residence time ( STSHTS tt  ). When STSHTS tt  , each parameter 
has a significant influence on c(x,t), 2t , St, and Kt for the (A) additive case. The mean, 
t , is insensitive the exchange rate coefficients, indicating that an estimate of mean 
residence time in the stream is influenced by storage capacities (ASTS and AHTS). When 
STSHTS tt   for the additive case (C), the results are nearly identical because storage 
timescales are comparable. For the dominant case, there are fewer parameters 
significantly influencing the central moments. In (B) the HTS exchange coefficient, 
SZHTS 2, , has a relative influence of less than 45% and the storage capacity, HTSA , has 
more than 55% influence on 2t , St, and Kt. Conversely, in (D) we see SZSTS 2,  has a 
relative influence of less than 45% and the storage capacity, STSA , has an influence of 
more than 55%.  
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Appendix C 
Other Channel Properties Derived from Width Estimates 
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Total channel width, Btot(m), was delineated every 5 m to arrive at Btot(x) where x 
is the streamwise distance from 0 m (upper reach limit) to 6.96 km (downstream reach 
limit) at 5-m intervals. Mean depth, Y(x) (m), mean velocity, U(x) (m s-1), and the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient, D(x) (m2 s-1), were estimated spatially through 
hydraulic principles of open channel flow (i.e., momentum and continuity). Specifically, 
using the Btot(x) estimates and flow (Q (m3 s-1)) measured at x = 0 m, Y(x) = f(Q, Btot(x), 
So, Sf(x)) and was estimated through iteration of the momentum equation for steady, non-
uniform flow (the sum of forces equals the change in momentum) in an assumed 
rectangular channel as  


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
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,  (C-1) 
where So is the mean streambed slope, Sf is the slope of friction, ρ is the density of water 
(kg m-3), and g is the gravitational acceleration (m s-2). Friction losses (defined by Sf(x) 
averaged over each 5-m interval) were estimated using Manning’s equation,  
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,        (C-2) 
where n is the reach-averaged Manning’s roughness coefficient and So was assumed 
constant over the study reach and estimated from a 10-m digital elevation model. In this 
iteration, a starting estimate of Y(x = X) at the downstream study reach limit (X) was used 
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to estimate the next upstream Y(x = X – 5 m) because normal depth is greater than critical 
depth; this Y(x = X – 5 m) estimate was used to estimate the next upstream Y(x = X – 10 
m) and repeated to estimate all Y(x). With Q, Btot(x), and Y(x) estimated, U(x) = f(Q, 
Btot(x), Y(x)) and was estimated from continuity. Note that external forces due to 
expansion or contraction between sequential reach segments were not accounted for in 
equation (C-1). Although neglecting these forces can introduce bias towards lower 
variability in Y(x), these forces are assumed negligible relative to frictional forces. Lastly, 
D(x) was estimated using an empirical relationship [Fischer, 1975], 
)()(
)()(011.0)( *
22
xuxY
xBxUxD tot ,                                       (C-3) 
where )()()(* xSxgRxu E  is the shear stress velocity (m s-1), R is the hydraulic radius 
(m), and SE is the slope of the energy grade line (assumed to be Sf). In summary, Btot(x), 
Q, and So were estimated independently for the study reach; Y(x) is negatively correlated 
to Btot(x) where increasing Btot(x) generally results in decreasing Y(x); U(x) is positively 
correlated to Y(x) where increasing Y(x) generally results in increasing U(x); and D(x) is 
negatively correlated to U(x) where increasing U(x) generally results in decreasing D(x). 
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Appendix D 
Derivation of Closed Form Moment Solutions with Spatial Variability Factors 
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The jth-order temporal moment (nj) of a solute residence time PDF (c(x,t) (T-1)) is 
defined as [Aris, 1958] 




0
0
),(][),()1( dttxcttE
s
sxcn jj
s
j
j
j
j ,                         (D-1) 
where ),()},({ txcsxc 1-L ,  0 ),(/),(),( dttxCtxCtxc , 1),(0  dttxc , C(x,t) is the 
solute concentration (M L-3), the residence time t is the random variable, s is the Laplace 
variable, and E[…] denotes the expected value. Centering equation (D-1) about the first 
temporal moment ( 1n ) provides the jth central moment (mj), 
    ][),( 10 1 jjj ntEdttxcntm    for j > 1.                          (D-2) 
Substituting the Laplace-domain solution (see equation (3-6)) normalized by the 
zeroth temporal moment into equation (D-2)—assuming the governing equations are 
linear with time invariant coefficients [Leube et al., 2012]—yields the first through third 
temporal moments, 
  1)0(1 U
xxn tt  ,                                     (D-3) 
  212322 122)0( nU
xD
U
xxn t   ,                          (D-4) 
       31121235233 31121126)0( nnnnUxDUxDUxxSn t  , (D-5) 
where )0( xt ,  2122 )0()0()0(  xnxnxt , and  
 31213 )0()0()0(3)0()0(  xnxxnxnxS tt   are the mean (T), variance (T2), 
and third central moment (T3) originating from the boundary condition, respectively; 
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  ; the subscripts STS and HTS represent surface 
transient storage and hyporheic transient storage, respectively; STS  is the exchange rate 
coefficient between the main portion of the stream and the STS zone (L2 T-1); HTS  is the 
exchange rate coefficient between the main portion of the stream and the HTS zone (L2 
T-1); YSTS and YHTS are the STS and HTS mean depths (L), respectively; and  is the STS 
fraction of the total channel width.  
When the continuous study reach is segmented into spatially distinct reach 
segments, the reach averaged temporal moments can be expressed as the summation of 
reach segment specific temporal moments, 
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where segmentation ranges from k = 1, 2, …, N; i is the reach segment index; N is the 
total number of reach segments, Δxk = X/k is the segment length; X is the total study reach 
length; ...  denotes the study reach averaged value for each k; 
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  ; and Btot,ki, Yki, Uki, and Dki are the 
resulting vectors of depth, velocity, and dispersion estimates that fall within the ith reach 
segment, respectively.  
The reach averaged second and third central moments are (after Riml and 
Wörman [2011]) 
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Evaluating terms in equations (D-9) and (D-10), the mean residence time of ),( tXck for 
segmentation varying from k = 1, 2, …, N is 
  ktktk UXxn ,11 1)0(   ,                         (D-11) 
where 
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Y HTSSTS  )1( 
 ; ][ 11UEU   and ][ 11YEY   are the expected values 
of the corresponding reference distributions (i.e., for k = 1); and k,1  is the spatial 
variability factor (shown below in equation (D-14)). The variance about the mean is 
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The spatial variability factor of the mean (equation (D-11)) is 
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where 
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,
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3
, XX
xx
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k
 
 ; and 333, kkkx xx   is the 
spatial skewness. The spatial variability factors λ1,k, λ2,k, λ3,k, λ5,k, λ6,k, and λ7,k take the 
value of unity if channel properties are constant. When Δxk is constant, 02, k , 
03, k , and, therefore, λ4,k and λ8,k through λ10,k are zero. 
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Appendix E 
Repeat of Comparisons Using Randomized Channel Widths 
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A pseudorandom number generator was used to generate random width estimates 
from a lognormal distribution with a similar expected value and variance as observed 
over the entire study reach. These randomized width estimates were generated at the 
same number of observed widths that correspond to 5-m streamwise intervals. Mean 
depth, mean velocity, and the dispersion coefficient were estimated again at 5-m intervals 
using the same procedure described in SI 1. Because these properties are derived from the 
width estimates, they are also randomized. For illustrative purposes, we show a portion of 
the randomized widths relative to the observed widths (Figure E-1A). The probability 
density function (PDF) of the randomized widths has a similar expected value and 
variance as observed (Figures E-1B and E-1C). The semivariance of the randomized 
width estimates indicates that estimates are not spatially correlated at any distance 
because the semivariance is similar to the overall variance at every lag distance (Figure 
E-1C). The observed semivariance indicates that estimates are spatially correlated at 
distances up to 150 m (also see Figure 3-3B).  
Repeating the comparison of channel property distributions using the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test indicates that when the number of reach segments, k, is 
50, the k-distribution based on randomized widths clearly does not represent the reference 
distribution (Figure E-2A). The reference distributions of the randomized and observed 
widths are nearly identical. The maximum differences (K-S statistic) based on 
randomized widths are larger and do not decrease as quickly with further segmentation as 
do the maximum differences based on observed widths (Figure E-2B). The maximum 
difference also approaches zero and the p-value approaches 1 at a distinctly higher 
number of reach segments (Figure E-2C). From these results, it takes roughly an order of  
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Figure E-1. (A) Total channel width estimates (Btot(x)) derived every 5 meters from the 
imagery shown in Figure 3-1 and randomized width estimates. (B) Probability density 
functions and expected values of observed Btot(x) estimates and randomized estimates. 
The randomized estimates follow an assumed lognormal distribution with a similar 
expected value and variance as observed. (C) The semivariance and variance of Btot(x) 
derived from the imagery and randomized width estimates at different separation 
distances (lag distance). The randomized widths are not spatially correlated at any  
distance because semivariance is similar to the overall variance at every lag distance. 
magnitude more segments to represent the reference distribution if width estimates are 
random.  A repeat of the comparison of solute predictions indicates that a solution 
containing random, spatially variable channel properties does not converge at any number 
of reach segments (Figures E-3A and E-3D). The root mean square error (RMSE) of 
predictions for k > 1 relative to the prediction for k = 1 confirms that the change in the 
prediction steadily increases with further segmentation and does not converge if widths 
are random (Figures E-3B and E-3E). The rate of change in RMSE with respect to a 
change in k further indicates that a solution containing randomized widths does not 
converge (Figures E-3C and E-3F).  
A repeat of the comparison of statistical moments provides similar results as the 
solute predictions. If width estimates are random, a moment solution (mean, variance, or 
third central moment of the solute residence time PDF) does not converge to one solution  
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Figure E-2. (A) Example nonparametric cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for k = 
50 relative to the reference distribution of both observed and randomized width estimates. 
(B) The resulting Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistic (maximum difference) for varying 
k = 1, 2, …, N reach segments based on both observed and randomized width estimates. 
(C) The accompanying p-value that represents the probability that the maximum 
difference is equal to or larger than all possible differences between the k-distribution and  
the reference distribution.   
containing the significant effects of spatial variability (Figures E-4A, E-4B, and E-4C). 
The rate of percent change with respect to a change in k again indicates that there is not a 
distinct change in slope of the percent change if widths are random (Figures E-4D, E-4E, 
and E-4F). 
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Figure E-3. Solute residence time probability density function (PDF) predictions at the 
downstream reach limit for varying k = 1, 2, …, N reach segments based on both (A) 
observed and (D) randomized channel widths. The root mean square error (RMSE) as a 
measure of change of the predictions for k > 1 from the prediction for k = 1 based on both 
(B) observed and (E) randomized channel widths. The rate of change in RMSE with 
respect to a change in k based on both (C) observed and (F) randomized channel widths. 
The differences between predictions based on observed and random estimates are 
distinct. If channel widths are random, a solution containing the effects of spatially 
variable channel properties does not converge.   
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Figure E-4. The percent change of the (A) mean, (B) variance, and (C) third central 
moment estimates for more than one reach segment, k > 1, relative to the estimates for k 
= 1 based on both observed and random width estimates. If widths are random, a moment 
solution containing the significant effects of spatially variable channel properties does not 
converge with further segmentation, but does if widths are observed. The rate of percent 
change with respect to a change in k of the (D) mean, (E) variance, and (F) third central 
moment indicates that a distinct change in slope of the percent change does not occur if 
widths are random.  
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Appendix F 
Derivation of the Semi-Analytical Temperature Solution 
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Recall that the channel surface heat flux term in equation (4-1) is defined as  
  ecbransn
p
S
atm
p
S JJJJJ
CV
AJ
CV
ATth  ),( ,                 (F-1) 
where AS is the stream water surface area at the air-water interface (cm2), V is the water 
volume in the channel (cm3), and Jatm is the total surface heat flux (cal cm-2 d-1). Note that 
because we assume the channel is rectangular, the surface area to volume ratio is AS/V = 
1/Y. Modification of the Stefan-Boltzmann law provides the semi-empirical relationships 
[Chapra, 1997],  
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where 
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Uw is the wind speed (m s-1); esat is the water saturation pressure; eair is the air saturation 
pressure; T is the water temperature (°C); Tair is the air temperature (°C); Rh is the relative 
humidity; σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (11.7 x 10-8 cal cm-2 d-1 K-4); A is a 
coefficient (0.5 to 0.7); RL is the reflection coefficient (0.03); and ε is the emissivity of 
water (0.97). Using Laplace transforms to solve partial differential equations requires the 
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surface heat flux term to be linearized. Because Jbr and Je are nonlinear in T, a first-order 
Taylor series expansion about the initial temperature, To, was employed,  
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Collecting terms, 
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which simplifies to 
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and varies only upon wind speed(cm d-1); and 
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varies upon wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity, and net shortwave radiation 
(oC cm d-1). See Figure F-1 for the surface heat fluxes and linearized surface heat flux 
term (equation (F-13)) for the meteorological conditions of the three day study period  
(assuming wind speed is constant and estimated as the three day average).  
 
Figure F-1. (A) The observed net solar shortwave radiation (Jsn), the net atmospheric 
longwave radiation (Jan), the longwave back radiation from the water (Jbr), the 
conduction and convection based on constant wind speed (Jc), and evaporation and 
condensation based on constant wind speed (Je). (B) The θ(t) (°C m d-1) and ϕTin          
(°C m d-1) terms of equation (F-13) that represent the linearized form the channel surface 
heat flux term. Note wind speed is set to the three day study period average.  
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The STS surface heat flux term is 
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Using the linearized forms of the surface heat flux terms (equations (F-13) and (F-
14)), assuming are ϕ(t) and ϕSTS(t) are constant over the three day study period [Heavilin 
and Neilson, 2012], and taking the Laplace transform,  
0
),()},({ dttxfetxf stL , of 
equations (4-1)-(4-4) in the Chapter 4 yields  
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where )},({),( txTsxT L ; s is the Laplace variable; 
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applying the initial conditions, T(x,0) = To, TSTS(x,0) = TSTS,o, THTS(x,0) = THTS,o, and 
TSTS,sed(x,0) = TSTS,sed,o, yields the linear, nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equation, 
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See equation (4-8) in Chapter 4 for definitions of )(s , )(sSTS , )(sHTS , )(, ssedSTS , and 
)(sgr . Applying the boundary condition, T(0,t) = Tin(t), yields the general solution, 
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Separating terms and inverting term-by-term into the original state space yields, 
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where    )(42exp),( 2 sDUUDxsxf   and   t dtgfgf 0 )()(   is the 
convolution. The inversions from the Laplace-domain to the time-domain were 
performed using the Hollenbeck [1998] function based on the De Hoog et al. [1982] 
algorithm. For the purpose of this study, we assume a constant Tgr. Using the three days 
of surface flux estimates (Figure F-1), we apply equation (F-21) and investigate how the 
contribution each term to total temperature at the end of three days changes over space 
(Figure F-2A). Note that the initial conditions are not shown in Figure F-2A because their 
contributions are fully decayed at the end of three days. As an example, the total 
temperature and each solution term over time are shown at 10 km (Figures F-2B and F-
2C) and 25 km (Figures F-2D and F-2E) from the boundary condition.  
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Figure F-2. (A) The proportion of total water temperature after three days over space of 
the boundary condition term, channel surface flux term, surface transient storage (STS) 
surface flux term, and ground conduction term. The predictions of the total water 
temperature, boundary condition term, channel surface flux term, STS surface flux term, 
and ground conduction term over time at (B) 10 km and (D) 25 km from the boundary 
condition. The corresponding predictions of the channel, STS, hyporheic transient storage 
(HTS), and STS sediment initial condition terms over time at (C) 10 km and (E) 25 km 
from the boundary condition.     
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To incorporate spatially variable hydraulic channel properties into the model 
representation, we employ a convolution of the Laplace domain solution (equation (4-9)). 
For simplicity, we illustrate this convolution in the Laplace-domain with three reach 
segments that represent a continuous reach with the boundary condition term only. At the 
end of reach segment 1, ),()}({),( 11 sxftTsxg IN  L ; at the end of reach segment 2, 
),(),(),( 212 sxfsxgsxh  ; lastly, at the end of reach segment 3, 
),(),(),( 323 sxfsxmsxm  . The final downstream prediction at the end of reach 
segment 3 can also be written as 


3
1
3 ),()}({),(
i
iin sxftTsxm L  where i is the reach 
segment index. Accounting for the remaining solution terms, the convolution of k reach 
segments is represented as equation (4-9). 
To have an understanding of how spatially variable hydraulic channel properties 
alters residence time in the channel, we estimated the cumulative mean residence time 
through the reach. The cumulative mean residence time was estimated using the closed 
form first temporal moment solution presented in Chapter 3, 
   1
U
X
t ,                                            (F-22) 
where 
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represents the influence of spatial variability, k is the number of spatial observations; 
X
x ; 
U
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iU , ; and 
 ii, . This moment is represents the mean residence time 
of a conservative solute. 
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Appendix G 
Hydraulics Estimated Spatially from Imagery 
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Following methods from Chapter 3 and building on Bingham et al. [2012], total 
channel width (Btot(x)) was estimated every 1 streamwise meter where x is the streamwise 
distance from 0 km to 25 km using all available thermal imagery. In this estimation 
method, transects were set (assumed perpendicular to main stream flow) along a 
centerline bisecting the clipped raster of only water temperature (Figure G-1A). To 
prevent crossing transects and misrepresenting channel width, this centerline was 
smoothed using Bézier interpolation. Each transect was the clipped to the outline of the  
raster that represents the edge of water (see Figure G-1B for example).  
 
Figure G-1. Virgin River study reach located in southwestern Utah. (A) The clipped 
raster of only water temperature pixels from Bingham et al. [2012] used to delineate total 
channel width (Btot(x) in m) every 1 streamwise meter. The raster from Chapter 3 is 
shown relative the raster clipped from the full available imagery. (B) Similar to the 
procedure from Chapter 3, a streamwise centerline bisecting this clipped raster was 
approximated to set transects every 1 m. To prevent crossing transects, this centerline 
was smoothed using Bézier interpolation. To arrive at representative width estimates, 
these transects were clipped by the outline of the raster that represents the edge of water. 
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We estimated the distance where width estimates are spatially correlated through 
the reach to better understand the natural channel structure. This distance consisted of 
quantifying the squared differences of pairs of width estimates at different separation 
distances. This produced the semivariance at each separation distance. For example, 
based on the width estimates from 0-10 km (Figure G-2A), the semivariance increases 
when the distances between width observations (separation distances) increase (Figure G-
2B). When using the full dataset from 0-25 km (Figure G-2C), there is a similar pattern in 
the semivariance at different increasing separation distances (Figure G-2D). The 
distances where width estimates are considered spatially correlated though the 25 km 
study reach were determined by where the semivariance approach the corresponding 
overall variance in width estimates (gray shading in Figures G-2B and G-2D). 
 
Figure G-2. (A) Total channel width estimated every 1 streamwise meter from 0-10 km 
and the overall reach average. Using these estimates, (B) the semivariance at increasing 
separation distances relative to the overall variance. The gray shading represents the 
separation distances where the semivariance is less than the overall variance and, 
therefore considered spatially correlated. (C) All available total channel widths from 0-25 
km and the overall reach average. Using these estimates, (D) separation distances where 
the semivariance is less that and the overall variance are considered spatially correlated 
and shown by the gray shading. 
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See Chapter 3 for a site description of the Virgin River study reach. Regarding 
values and parameters used in the Chapter 4 modeling example, the streambed slope (So) 
was set of 0.0039 m m-1. Flow (Q) was set to 1.06 m3 s-1 and assumed steady. The 
transient storage parameters, αSTS, αHTS, YSTS, YHTS, and β, were set to values within the 
narrowed bounds presented in Bandaragoda and Neilson [2011] and held constant over 
the entire study reach. Specifically, αSTS = 0.5 m2 s; αHTS, =6 x 10-7 m2 s, YSTS, = 0.15 m, 
YHTS, = 0.10 m, β = 0.21, Ygr = 1 m. Additionally, Cp,sed = 0.7 cal g-1 °C-1, and ρsed = 1.97 
g cm-3, and αsed = 9.12 x 10-3 cm2 s-1 were taken from Bingham et al. [2012].
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 Led a six week data collection campaign spring 2011. The purpose was to design 
a data collection scheme to support solute and heat transport modeling.  
 Lead role. Designed and implemented the study and mentored a PhD student 
regarding field-based data collection techniques. 
 Produced one paper published in Geophysical Research Letters (third author). 
 
Additional involvement  
 
1. Imnavait Creek in northern Alaska (arctic headwater stream) 
 Participated in a two week data collection campaign summer 2009. The purpose 
was to develop data collection and modeling strategies for arctic headwater 
streams. 
 Involved to provide knowledge of data collection strategies and accomplish 
project goals. 
 
2. Silver Creek in northern Utah (wastewater dominated stream) 
 Participated in a one week data collection campaign summer 2012. The purpose 
was to quantify a channel water balance. 
 Involved to mentor a MS student regarding field-based data collection techniques.  
 
3. Kuparuk River in northern Alaska (arctic river) 
 Participated in data collection campaign summer 2013. The purpose was to 
develop data collection and modeling strategies for arctic rivers. 
 Involved for two weeks to mentor a new PhD student and help start the project.  
 
4. iUtah Summer Research Institute, Logan River in northern Utah (mountain river) 
 Participated in a one week training workshop summer 2014.  
 Taught basic data collection and analysis strategies to high school and 
undergraduate students.  
 
5. Red Butte Creek in northern Utah (mountain headwater stream)  
 Participated in a data collection campaign summer 2014. The purpose was to 
investigate surface water-groundwater interactions at a watershed scale using 
tracer techniques.  
 Involved for one week to mentor a new undergraduate, MS, and PhD student 
regarding field-based data collection techniques.   
